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( 57 ) ABSTRACT 
An augmented virtual model of a commercial structure , such 
as a processing plant and / or a manufacturing plant which 
includes a virtual design , as built data and experiential 
measurement data . A User may view the augmented model 
in a virtual reality setting based with the content presented 
to the user based upon a location of the user at the time of 
viewing . Aspects of the Augmented Virtual Model are 
updated over time and utilized to track performance . 
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DATA 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] The present application claims priority to Non 
Provisional patent application Ser . No. 16 / 161,823 , filed 
Oct. 16 , 2018 and entitled BUILDING MODEL WITH 
CAPTURE OF AS BUILT FEATURES AND EXPERIEN 
TIAL DATA as a Continuation in Part Application ; to Non 
Provisional patent application Ser . No. 15 / 887,637 , filed 
Feb. 2 , 2018 and entitled BUILDING MODEL WITH 
CAPTURE OF AS BUILT FEATURES AND EXPERIEN 
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OBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE TRACKING as a Continu 
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MANCE TRACKING as a Continuation in Part Application : 
and to Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 62 / 462,347 , 
filed Feb. 22 , 2017 and entitled VIRTUAL DESIGN , MOD 
ELLING AND OPERATIONAL MONITORING SYS 
TEM : and to Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 62/531 , 
955 , filed Jul . 13 , 2017 and entitled BUILDING 
MODELING WITH VIRTUAL CAPTURE OF AS BUILT 
FEATURES ; and to Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 
62 / 531,975 filed Jul . 13 , 2017 and entitled BUILDING 
MAINTENANCE AND UPDATES WITH VIRTUAL CAP 
TURE OF AS BUILT FEATURES ; the contents of each of 
which are relied upon and incorporated herein by reference . 

down to the operational aspects of work material flow within 
equipment in the facility and there between . It may be 
further desirable where such a virtual modelling system may 
be supportive of operational monitoring systems on physi 
cally operating facilities where virtual modelling may be 
compared to actual results in a displayed format . 
[ 0005 ] Such traditional methods of design of a Processing 
Facility are primarily accomplished based upon a predefined 
objective . For example , a factory seeking a certain level of 
performance , such as a production rate , may be designed 
with an appropriate layout and include machinery with 
sufficient size and speed to meet the level of production 
sought . Design models are not able to quantify whether an 
intended level of performance has been met because they are 
not equipped with a means to capture empirical data on an 
ongoing basis . 
[ 0006 ] Similarly , while traditional methods of using auto 
mated design tools , such as AutoDeskTM , have greatly 
increased the capabilities of virtual models of facilities , very 
little has been done to quantify a deployed performance of 
design features , such as equipment layout , capacity , 
throughout consumables walls , ingress / egress , windows , 
ceiling designs , textures , building materials , placement of 
structural beams , utilities , machinery location , machinery 
type , machinery capacity equipment . 
[ 0007 ] More sophisticated design systems include “ virtual 
reality ” models . Virtual reality models may include two 
dimensional and / or three dimensional views from one or 
more user selected Vantage Points within the model of the 
structure . However , in general , access to the automated 
modeling by support personnel ends upon the construction 
of the building that has been modeled . Hard copy prints of 
a commercial building may be available ; however there is no 
guarantee that a building was constructed according to 
design plans or which equipment and machinery will be 
encountered . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION [ 0002 ] The present invention relates to methods and appa 

ratus for creating models including virtual design and opera 
tion of a facility and capturing actual build details and 
performance of a facility modeled . More specifically , the 
present invention presents methods and apparatus for gen 
erating an immersive experience in a virtual facility that is 
capable of emulating a physical facility . As described herein , 
a facility may include one or more of : a commercial build 
ing , a processing plant and a manufacturing plant . 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0003 ] Traditional methods of using automated design 
tools , such as AutoDeskTM , are focused on the generation of 
a design plan for use in construction of a facility , such as a 
processing plant . An automated design tool may be advan 
tageous in the specifying of building aspects , materials and 
placement of features . Aspects may include building fea 
tures , such as walls , ingress / egress , utilities and even equip 
ment . 
[ 0004 ] More sophisticated productions include three 
dimensional models viewable from one or more 
selected vantage points within the model . However , in 
general , the automated modeling ends with the construction 
of the facility that has been modeled . It may be desirable to 
have ability to operate a design system that provides virtual 
modelling of facility aspects from the site level all the way 

[ 0008 ] Accordingly , the present invention combines meth 
ods and apparatus into systems that extend the usefulness of 
a model of a facility through the life of the facility con 
structed and relates the model with real time and historical 
data . The present invention draws upon designs , materials , 
equipment deployed , environmental conditions experienced 
and other tangible conditions to provide a user with one or 
more factors including : total cost of ownership of a facility 
over the life of the facility or a specified span of years , total 
throughput , Quality of Goods Processed , Total Yield , Total 
human resources equired to run the facility , and other 
factors that are vital to successful operation of a facility . The 
present invention additionally provides that the factors listed 
above may be calculated in a model and validated with real 
time and / or historical data . 
[ 0009 ] The present invention provides for automated 
apparatus for improved modeling of construction , Deploy 
ment and updating of a Processing Facility . The improved 
modeling is based upon generation of As Built and Experi 
ential Data captured with one or both of Smart Devices and 
Sensors located in or proximate to the Processing Facility . 
The automated apparatus is also operative to model com 
pliance with one or more performance levels for the Pro 
cessing Facility related to processing of a Commercial 
Product . 

user 
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[ 0010 ] User input Performance Metrics may include an 
allocation of an amount of consumables required for a level 
of Performance a Processing Facility will experience during 
Deployment of the Processing Facility . Design , repair , main 
tenance and upgrades to a Processing Facility are modeled 
with the automated apparatus by incorporating “ As Built ” 
data that is descriptive of a physical structure and “ experi 
ential ” data derived from experiential sensor readings of 
sensors located within or proximate to the physical structure . 
Sensors may be included as part of a Processing Facility 
Structure and / or transported by a User . The data is incorpo 
rated into a virtual model of the structure and used to 
determine Performance Level . 
[ 0011 ] In another aspect of the present invention , a virtual 
model of a Processing Facility extends beyond a design 
stage of the structure into an ‘ As Built " stage of the structure 
and additionally includes generation and analysis of Expe 
riential Data capturing conditions realized by the Processing 
Facility during a Deployment stage of the structure . 
[ 0012 ] In general , As Built and Experiential Data gener 
ated according to the present invention includes one or more 
of : image data , measurements , component specifications of 
placement ; solid state ; electrical ; and electromechanical 
devices ( or combination thereof ) ; generate data capturing 
conditions experienced by a structure . In addition , a user 
may enter data , such as for example , data descriptive of an 
action taken by a service technician into the AVM . As Built 
and Experiential Data may be aggregated for a single 
structure or multiple structures . A Likewise , a Processing 
Facility may comprise a single structure or multiple struc 
tures . 
[ 0013 ] In one aspect , an AVM virtual model may receive 
as input one or more stated Performance Levels for which 
the Processing Facility is deployed to meet . As Built data 
and Experiential Data are generated and analyzed for pre 
dicting a rate of success of achieving a stated Performance 
Level and quantifying a rate of success of the stated Per 
formance Level . 
[ 0014 ] As Built data is collected that quantifies details of 
how a specific physical structure was actually constructed . 
According to the present invention , a Processing Facility is 
designed and modeled in a 3D virtual setting . As Built data 
is combined with a design model in a virtual setting to 
generate an AVM . As Built data may reflect one or more of : 
fabrication of the Processing Facility ; repair ; maintenance ; 
upgrades ; improvements ; and work order execution associ 
ated with the Processing Facility . 
[ 0015 ] In addition , Experiential Data may be generated 
and entered into the AVM virtual model of the structure . 
Experiential Data may include data indicative of a factor that 
may be tracked and / or measured in relation to the Processing 
Facility . Experiential data is typically generated by Sensors 
in or proximate to the Processing Facility and may include , 
by way of non - limiting example , one or more of : vibration 
Sensors ( such as accelerometers and piezo electro devices ) ; 
force transducers ; temperature sensing devices ; amp meters , 
ohmmeters , switches , motion detectors ; light wavelength 
capture ( such as infrared temperature profile devices ) , water 
flow meters ; air flow meters ; and the like . Some examples of 
Experiential Data may include : details of operation of equip 
ment or machinery in the Processing Facility ; vibration 
measurements ; electrical current draws ; machine run times , 
machine run rates , machine run parameters ; interior and / or 
exterior temperatures ; opening and closings of doors and 

windows ; weight loads ; preventive maintenance ; cleaning 
cycles ; air circulation ; mold contents ; thermal profiles and 
the like . Automated apparatus captures empirical data during 
construction of the Processing Facility and during Deploy 
ment of the Processing Facility . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments , empirical data may be used 
to track achievement of a defined Performance Level . 
Empirical data may also be used schedule Deployment of 
assets for the Processing Facility . Deployment of assets may 
include one or more of : human resources in the form of man 
hours ; equipment , consumer devices , fixtures , machinery , 
maintenance items and the like . Deployment of assets may 
also include tracking of pecuniary equivalents of assets or 
other fungible equivalent . 
[ 0017 ] In preferred embodiments , dedication of one or 
more assets for which a value may be associated , is trans 
lated into a modification of the Processing Facility . A return 
on investment for a modification may be captured via the 
automated apparatus as additional empirical data . Empirical 
data may also be used to increase the accuracy of virtual 
models generated by the automated apparatus that are 
descriptive of the Processing Facility . A return on investment 
( “ ROI ” ) may be measured according to variables involved , 
for example , increased energy efficiency resulting from 
preventative maintenance procedures may be measured 
according to an amount of power required for similar 
Performance pre and post the PM procedure , or fewer user 
complaints . In another aspect , return on investment may be 
translated to a fungible item , such as currency or other 
financial amount , in order to best track disparate variables on 
a comparative basis . 
[ 0018 ] By way of additional example , it may be deter 
mined that water consumption in a particular Processing 
Facility , or a particular class of processing plants , will be 
analyzed to determine if it is prudent to make modifications 
to the particular Processing Facility or class of processing 
plants . The automated apparatus of the present invention 
will include As Built data for features of a structure that is 
accessed while modeling proposed modifications and 
upgrades . Relevant As Built Features may include features 
for which relevancy may seem obvious , such as , for 
example , one or more of : utility requirements , electrical , 
chemical supply , chemical waste disposal , air handling 
equipment , hoods , exhaust and filtering ; plumbing ; machin 
ery models and efficiency . In addition , other As Built Fea 
tures , for which relevancy may not seem obvious , but which 
unstructured queries draw a correlation may also be 
included . Location of machinery relative to other machinery 
may also be deemed relevant by unstructured query analysis . 
An unstructured query of captured data quantifying actual 
chemical , atmosphere and water usage may determine that 
certain configurations better meet an objective than others . 
It may later be determined that the single story structure is 
more likely to have a consistent internal temperature , light 
ing , ambient particulate or other trends . 
[ 0019 ] As discussed more fully below , captured data may 
include empirical quantifications of a number of times a 
piece of machinery cycles on and off , vibrations within a 
structure , temperature within a structure , doors opening and 
closing , quantity of products processed , hours of occupancy 
of the structure and other variable values . Captured data may 
also be used to generate a determination of how a structure 
is being used , such as production cycles , quality , yield , rates , 
volumes , etc. As discussed more fully below , empirical 
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Sensor data associated with how particular personnel 
behaves within a Processing Facility may also be correlated 
with structure Performance based upon who occupies a 
particular structure , when they occupy and for how long . 
[ 0020 ] The automated apparatus combines a model of a 
structure that has been designed and provides precise addi 
tions to the model based upon data capture of features 
actually built into the structure . Service calls that may 
include one or more of : repairs , upgrades , modifications and 
additions ( hereinafter generally referred to as “ Service 
Call ” ) , may access data indicating an AVM combined with 
precise features included in a building represented by As 
Built data , as well as Experiential Data and technical support 
for the features , maintenance logs and schedules , " how to " 
documentation and video support , virtual connection to 
specialists and experts , and a time line of original As Built 
details and subsequent modifications . Modifications may 
include repairs , updates and / or additions to a structure . 
[ 0021 ] The improved methods taught herein provide for 
the performance of repairs , maintenance and upgrades via 
access to a system that incorporates “ As Built ” data into the 
AVM . Geolocation and direction will be used to access 
virtual reality representations of a structure including actual 
“ As Built Imagery ” incorporated into the AVM that accu 
rately indicates locations and types of features and also 
provides images or other captured data . Exemplary data may 
include As Built locations of structural components ( beams , 
headers , doorways , windows , rafters etc. ) ; HVAC , electrical , 
plumbing , machinery , equipment , etc. Virtual repair may 
include " how to " instructions and video , technical publica 
tions , aggregated of similar repair orders and the like . An 
onsite technician may verify correct location of an equip 
ment unit based upon GPS , triangulation , direction deter 
minations . 
[ 0022 ] A virtual reality model may additionally include 
virtual operation of equipment and use of modeled structure 
based upon aggregated data from one or more As Built 
structures . Upon conclusion of a repair , maintenance , 
upgrade or addition . Additional information quantifying 
time , place , nature of procedure , parts installed , equipment , 
new component location etc. may be captured and incorpo 
rated into a virtual model . 

[ 0023 ] Some embodiments of the present invention 
include capturing data of procedures conducted during pre 
ventive maintenance and / or a Service Call and inclusion of 
relevant data into a virtual model . Precise data capture 
during a Service Call or during construction may include 
actual locations of building features such as , electrical 
wiring and components , plumbing , joists , headers , beams 
and other structural components . Data capture may be 
ongoing over time as the building is used and modified , or 
updated during the life of a structure ( sometimes referred to 
herein as the “ Operational ” or “ Deployed ” stage of the 
structure ) 
[ 0024 ] An Operational Stage may include , for example : 
occupation and use of a Commercial Property , as well as 
subsequent modifications , repairs and structure improve 
ments . The Commercial Property may include one or more 
modeled structures , such as : a factory , processing plant , 
fabrication facility , server farm , power generator facility , an 
outbuilding and facilities included in a Commercial Prop 
erty . Smart Devices with unique methods of determining a 
location and direction of data capture are utilized to gather 

data during construction of modeled buildings or other 
structures and during Deployment of the structures during 
the Operational Stage . 
[ 0025 ] In general , Smart Devices provide ongoing collec 
tion of “ As Built ” and “ Deployed ” data that is captured 
during construction and Deployment of a commercial build 
ing . The collected data is further correlated with design data 
and used to track Performance of features included in a 
design of process plants and / or features included within the 
confines of a Commercial Property parcel ( “ Commercial 
Property ” ) . 
[ 0026 ] In another aspect , collected data may be used to 
predict Performance of a Commercial Property based upon 
features built into the structure and conditions experienced 
by the Commercial Property . As Built data may include 
modifications to a Commercial Property that are made 
during a construction phase , and / or during a Deployment 
phase , of a Commercial Property life cycle . Similarly , as 
Deployed data may include details quantifying one or more 
of machine operators , production quantity , yield , quality 
level , usage , maintenance , repairs and improvements per 
formed on the Commercial Property . 
[ 0027 ] In still another aspect of the present invention , 
predictive analytics may be performed to predict a life of 
various components included in the Commercial Property . 
Maintenance procedures and replacement of consumables or 
other parts may also be budgeted and scheduled based upon 
a correlation of a ) design data ; b ) As Built data ; and c ) as 
used data . In addition , contemplated improvements may be 
modeled according to an expected return on investment 
( “ ROI ” ) . An expected ROI may be calculated according to 
one or more of : an objective level of measurements , an 
amount of a fungible item , such as kilowatt , gallon , cur 
rency , volume or other quantity expended during the life of 
Deployment ; and satisfaction of users and Performance . 
[ 0028 ] Predictive analytics may include monitoring use of 
equipment and machinery . The monitoring may include data 
collection that is stored in a controller and analyzed , such as , 
via artificial intelligence routines . In some embodiments , 
data gathered during monitoring may be transmitted to a 
centralized location and aggregated with other similar type 
buildings , equipment and machinery . Analytic profiles may 
be generated . Predicted Performance and failures may be 
generated and used to schedule Service Calls before a 
physical failure occurs . Profiles may include degrees of 
usage , consumables , electric current draws , vibration , noise , 
image capture and the like . 
[ 0029 ] In some embodiments , production rates , yields , 
cost of build , and cost of Deployment , including mainte 
nance costs incurred during Deployment of a Commercial 
Property may be calculated and included into one or more 
of : a production value of a Commercial Property including 
a Processing Facility ; a sale price of a Commercial Property ; 
and a lease value of a Commercial Property and overall asset 
volume of the Commercial Property . 
[ 0030 ] In still another aspect , a comprehensive cost of 
build and Deployment may be amortized over a term of 
years . Still further , an amortized cost may be included in a 
scheduled payment for a term of years , such as , for example 
a monthly mortgage payment , wherein the monthly mort 
gage payment includes Total Cost of Ownership . Total Cost 
of Ownership may include one or more of acquisition , 
deployment , repair and maintenance and energy usage . In 
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some respects , a sale price that includes Total Cost of 
Ownership may have favorable tax implications for one of 
or both Buyer and Seller . 
[ 0031 ] Still another aspect includes generation of virtual 
reality user interfaces accessing the AVM based upon a ) 
design data ; b ) As Built data ; c ) as used data ; and d ) 
improvement data . A virtual reality user interface may be 
accessed as part of one or more of : a maintenance routine ; 
to support a change order for the Commercial Property ; and 
to contemplate improvements in a Commercial Property . As 
Built and as deployed data may include data quantifying 
repairs and updates to the Commercial Property . 
[ 0032 ] In some embodiments , a ) design data ; b ) As Built 
data ; c ) Experiential Data ; and d ) Lead Actions and Lag 
Benefit measurements , as they relate to multiple Commer 
cial Properties may be aggregated and accessed to support 
one or more Commercial Properties . Access to aggregated 
data may include execution of artificial intelligence ( AI ) 
routines . Al routines may include , by way of non - limiting 
example ; structured algorithms and unstructured queries 
operative to predict Performance metrics and maintenance 
needs . Al routines may access both initial designs and data 
aggregated during build and deployment stages of the Com 
mercial Property . 
[ 0033 ] The details of one or more examples of the inven 
tion are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the 
description below . The accompanying drawings that are 
incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification 
illustrate several examples of the invention and , together 
with the description , serve to explain the principles of the 
invention : other features , objects , and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent from the description , drawings , 
and claims herein . 

[ 0044 ] FIGS . 4A , 4B , and 4C illustrate an exemplary 
method flow diagrams with steps relating to processes . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 5 illustrates location and positioning devices 
associated within a Processing Facility . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 6 illustrates apparatus that may be used to 
implement aspects of the present invention including execut 
able software . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 7 illustrates an exemplary handheld device 
that may be used to implement aspects of the present 
invention including executable software . 
[ 0048 ] FIG . 8 illustrates method steps that may be imple 
mented according to some aspects of the present invention . 
[ 0049 ] FIGS . 9A - D illustrates views of an AVM via a 
wearable eye display according to some aspects of the 
present invention . 
[ 0050 ] FIGS . 10A - C illustrates viewing areas of an AVM 
according to some aspects of the present invention . 
[ 0051 ] FIGS . 11A - C illustrates vertical changes in an 
AVM viewable area according to some aspects of the present 
invention . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 12 illustrates designation of a direction 
according to some aspects of the present invention . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0034 ] The accompanying drawings , that are incorporated 
in and constitute a part of this specification , illustrate several 
embodiments of the invention and , together with the 
description , serve to explain the principles of the invention : 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 1A illustrates a block diagram of inter - relating 
functions included in automated systems according to the 
present invention . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 1B illustrates geolocation aspects that may be 
used to identify a Commercial Property and corresponding 
data and predictions . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 1C illustrates a block diagram of ongoing data 
capture via Smart Devices and Sensors and support for 
predictive modeling based upon the smart data capture . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 1D illustrates an exemplary Progressive Facil 
ity layout with various equipment delineated in a top - down 
representation according to some embodiments of the pres 
ent invention . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 1E illustrates a diagram of a user and direc 
tional image data . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 2 illustrates a block diagram of an Augmented 
Virtual Modeling system . 
[ 0041 ] FIGS . 3A - 3F , are illustrations of exemplary aspects 
of collecting and displaying data of a Processing Facility 
generated during construction of the Processing Facility . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 3G illustrates an exemplary key component of 
the model system , with a Performance monitor providing 
data via communication system to the model system . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 3H illustrates an exemplary virtual reality 
display in concert with the present invention . 

[ 0053 ] The present invention relates to methods and appa 
ratus for improved modeling , Deployment and updating of 
commercial Processing Facility based upon As Built and 
Experiential Data . As Built and Experiential Data may 
quantify an allocation of resources required for a level of 
Processing Facility Performance during Deployment of the 
facility . Design , repair , maintenance and upgrades to a 
Processing Facility are modeled with an automated system 
that incorporates “ As Built ” data and “ Experiential ” data 
into a virtual model of the structure to determine a level of 
performance of the Processing Facility . 
[ 0054 ] The present invention provides automated appara 
tus and methods for generating improved Augmented Virtual 
Models ( sometimes referred to herein as an “ AVM ” ) of a 
Processing Facility ; the improved AVMs are capable of 
calculating a likelihood of achieving stated Performance 
Level specified by a user . In addition , the improved model 
may be operative to generate target Performance Metrics 
based upon As Built and Experiential Data . 
[ 0055 ] The Augmented Virtual Model of the Commercial 
Property may include a conceptual model and progress 
through one or more of : a ) a design stage ; b ) a build stage ; 
c ) a Deployment stage ; d ) a service stage ; e ) an modification 
stage ; and f ) a dispensing stage . As discussed more fully 
herein , an AVM according to the present invention include 
original design data matched to As Built data captured via 
highly accurate geolocation , direction and elevation deter 
mination . As Built data is matched with a time and date of 
data acquisition and presented in two dimensional ( 2D ) and 
three dimensional ( 3D ) visual representations of the Com 
mercial Property . The augmented models additionally 
include data relating to features specified in a Commercial 
Property design and data collected during building , Deploy 
ment , maintenance and modifications to the Commercial 
Property . In some embodiments , a fourth dimension of time 
may also be included . 
[ 0056 ] An Augmented Virtual Model includes a three or 
four dimensional model in a virtual environment that exists 
parallel to physical embodiments modeled in the Augmented 
Virtual Model . Details of one or more physical structures 
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and other features within a commercial real estate parcel are 
generated and quantified and represented in the Augmented 
Virtual Model . The Augmented Virtual Model exists in 
parallel to a physical structure in that the AVM includes 
virtual representations of physical structures and addition 
ally receives and aggregates data relevant to the structures 
over time . The aggregation of data may be one or more of : 
a ) according to an episode ( i.e. onsite inspection , repair , 
improvement etc. ) ; b ) periodic ; and c ) in real time ( without 
built in delay ) . 
[ 0057 ] The experience of the physical structure is dupli 
cated in the virtual Augmented Virtual Model . The Aug 
mented Virtual Model may commence via an electronic 
model generated via traditional CAD software or other 
design type software . In addition , the AVM may be based 
upon values for variables , including one or more of : usage 
of a structure ; usage of components within the structure ; 
environmental factors encountered during a build stage or 
Deployment stage ; and metrics related to Performance of the 
structure . The metrics may be determined , for example , via 
measurements performed by Sensors located in and proxi 
mate to structures located on the Commercial Property . 
[ 0058 ] In another aspect , an Augmented Virtual Model 
may be accessed in relation to modelling achievement of a 
stated Performance Level . Accurate capture of As Built 
Features and aggregated data of similar buildings , equip 
ment types , machinery and usage profiles assist in one or 
more of : predicting Performance Level , Yield , Quality , 
Volume of Production , selecting appropriate technicians to 
deploy to a service call ; providing correct consumables and 
replacement parts , scheduling a preventative maintenance ; 
scheduling building , equipment and / or machinery upgrades ; 
matching a building , equipment and machinery combination 
of a particular type of Deployment ; providing on site guid 
ance during the Service Call ; providing documentation 
relevant to the building , equipment and machinery ; provid 
ing access to remote experts that guide onsite technicians . 
[ 0059 ] In some embodiments , a technical library specific 
to a particular property and location within the property may 
be maintained for each Commercial Property and made 
accessible to an onsite technician and / or remote expert . The 
library may include , but is not limited to : structure , equip 
ment / machinery manuals ; repair bulletins , and repair / main 
tenance . Appropriate how to videos may also be made 
available based upon an AVM with As Built and Experiential 
Data . 
[ 0060 ] In another aspect , a parts ordering function may be 
included in the Augmented Virtual Model . Augmented parts 
ordering may allow a technician to view an ordered part and 
view a virtual demonstration of the part in use and proce 
dures for replacing the part . 
[ 0061 ] Aspects of the Augmented Virtual Model may be 
presented via a user interface that may display on a tablet or 
other flat screen , or in some embodiments be presented in a 
virtual reality environment , such as via a virtual reality 
headset . 
[ 0062 ] The present invention additionally provides for an 
Augmented Virtual Model to forecast Future Performance of 
a Commercial Property based upon the values of variables 
included in data aggregated during the design , build and 
Deployment of the Commercial Property sometimes 
referred to herein as : a ) Design Features ; b ) As Built data ; 
and c ) as Deployed data . 

[ 0063 ] The improved modelling system incorporates " As 
Built ” data into the improved design model . Subsequently , 
an onsite or remote technician may access the As Built data 
to facilitate . The As Built data is generated and / or captured 
via highly accurate geolocation , direction and elevation 
determination . Based upon the geolocation , direction and 
elevation determination , As Built data is incorporated into a 
design model at a precise location within the AVM . In some 
embodiments , a time and date of data acquisition may be 
associated with updates to aspects of the improved AVM 
such that a chronology of changes exists within the AVM . 
[ 0064 ] Original design aspects and updated design aspects 
may be presented in two dimensional ( 2D ) and three dimen 
sional ( 3D ) visual representations of the Commercial Prop 
erty . The present invention provides for systematic updates 
to As Built data during a Deployment of the Commercial 
Property . Updated data may verify and / or correct previously 
included data and also be used to memorialize modifications 
made during a Service Call or modification to a Commercial 
Property . 
[ 0065 ] Some exemplary embodiments may include 
updates to an AVM that include , one or more of : quantifying 
a make and model of equipment and machinery on site ; time 
and date notation of change in location specific data ; Model 
accessed and / or updated according to XYZ and distance 
data ; XY data may include high level location designation 
within the street address via triangulation ( i.e. such as a 
street address ) and highly specific position designation ( i.e. 
particular room and wall ) ; combination of two types of 
position data ; GPS , Differential GPS ; references used during 
triangulation ; aggregate data across multiple structures for 
reference ; designs that perform well ; designs that fail ; 
popularity of various aspects ; access to and / or generation of , 
multiple Augmented Virtual Models ; original and modified 
model versions ; index according to date / time stamp ; index 
according to feature ; index according to popularity ; index 
according to cost ; index according to User specific query ; 
plumbing ; electrical ; HVAC ; chemical , raw material , struc 
tural ; access areas ( i.e. crawl spaces , attics ) ; periodic data 
and position capture with camera / Sensor attached to a fixed 
position , and during one or more of : repair / maintenance / 
updates . 
[ 0066 ] Accordingly , actual “ As Built imagery and loca 
tion data is incorporated into the design model to accurately 
indicate a location and type of feature included in a struc 
ture , and provide " pictures ” or other captured data . Exem 
plary data may include As Built locations of structural 
components ( beams , headers , doorways , windows , rafters 
etc. ) ; HVAC , electrical , plumbing , machinery , equipment , 
etc. A virtual reality model may additionally include virtual 
operation of machinery and equipment and use of a Pro 
cessing Facility based upon aggregated data from the struc 
ture , as well as annotations and technical specifications 
relating to features included in the As Built model of a 
Processing Facility identified by time , date , geolocation and 
direction . 
[ 0067 ] In some embodiments , an initial digital model may 
be generated according to known practices in the industry . 
However , unlike previously known practices , the present 
invention associates an initial digital model with a unique 
identifier that is logically linked to a geolocation and one or 
both of date and time designation , and provides updates to 
the original model based upon data captured at the geolo 
cation during a recorded timeframe . In this manner , a Virtual 
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Reality Simulation is generated that logically links a digital 
model to a specific geographic location and actual As Built 
data at the specific geographic location . The updated model 
may be virtually accessed from multiple locations such as a 
field office , onsite , a technical expert , a financial institution , 
or other interested party . 
[ 0068 ] In some preferred embodiments , the geographic 
location will be provided with accurately placed location 
reference points . The location reference points may be 
accessed during activities involved in a Service Call on the 
Commercial Property , such as a repair or upgrade to a 
structure or other structures included within a property 
parcel surrounding the structure . Accuracy of the reference 
points may or may not be associated with location relevance 
beyond the Commercial Property , however they do maintain 
accuracy within the Commercial Property . 
[ 0069 ] Preferred embodiments may also include reference 
points accurately placed within a structure Processing Facil 
ity located on the Commercial Property . As further discussed 
below , the reference points may include , by way of non 
limiting example , a wireless transmission data transmitter 
operative to transmit an identifier and location data ; a visual 
identifier , such as a hash code , bar code , color code or the 
like ; an infrared transmitter ; a reflective surface , such as a 
mirror ; or other means capable of providing a reference 
point to be utilized in a triangulation process that calculates 
a precise location within the structure or other structure . 
[ 0070 ] Highly accurate location position may be deter 
mined via automated apparatus and multiple levels of 
increasingly accurate location determination . A first level 
may include use of a GPS device providing a reading to first 
identify a Commercial Property . A second level may use 
position transmitters located within , or proximate to , the 
Commercial Property to execute triangulation processes in 
view of on - site location references . A GPS location may 
additionally be associated with a high level general descrip 
tion of a property , such as , one or more of : an address , a unit 
number , a lot number , a taxmap number , a county designa 
tion , Platte number or other designator . On - site location 
references may include one or more of : near field radio 
communication beacons at known X - Y position reference 
points ; line of sight with physical reference markers ; coded 
via ID such as Bar Code , Hash tag , and alphanumeric or 
other identifier . In some embodiments , triangulation may 
calculate a position within a boundary created by the refer 
ence points to within millimeter range . In some embodi 
ments , Differential GPS may be used to accurately deter 
mine a location of a Smart Device with a sub centimeter 
accuracy . 
[ 0071 ] In addition to a position determination , such as 
latitude and longitude , or other Cartesian Coordinate ( which 
may sometimes be indicated as an “ X and Y ” coordinate ) or 
GPS coordinate , the present invention provides for a direc 
tion ( sometimes referred to herein as a “ Z ” direction and 
elevation ) of a feature for which As Built data is captured 
and imported into the AVM . 
[ 0072 ] According to the present invention , a direction 
dimension may be based upon a movement of a device . For 
example , a device with a controller and an accelerometer , 
such as mobile Smart Device , may include a user display 
that allows a direction to be indicated by movement of the 
device from a determined location acting as a base position 
towards an As Built feature in an extended position . In some 
implementations , the Smart Device may first determine a 

first position based upon triangulation with the reference 
points and a second position ( extended position ) also based 
upon triangulation with the reference points . The process of 
determination of a position based upon triangulation with 
the reference points may be accomplished , for example via 
executable software interacting with the controller in the 
Smart Device , such as , for example via running an app on 
the Smart Devices . 
[ 0073 ] In combination with , or in place of directional 
movement of a device utilized to quantify a direction of 
interest to a user , some embodiments may include an elec 
tronic and / or magnetic directional indicator that may be 
aligned by a user in a direction of interest . Alignment may 
include , for example , pointing a specified side of a device , 
or pointing an arrow or other symbol displayed upon a user 
interface on the device towards a direction of interest . 
[ 0074 ] In a similar fashion , triangulation may be utilized 
to determine a relative elevation of the Smart Device as 
compared to a reference elevation of the reference points . 
[ 0075 ] It should be noted that although a Smart Device is 
generally operated by a human user , some embodiments of 
the present invention include a controller , accelerometer , 
data storage medium , Image Capture Device , such as a 
Charge Coupled Device ( “ CCD " ) capture device and / or an 
infrared capture device being available in a handheld or 
unmanned vehicle . 
[ 0076 ] An unmanned vehicle may include for example , an 
unmanned aerial vehicle ( “ UAV ” ) or ground level unit , such 
as a unit with wheels or tracks for mobility and a radio 
control unit for communication . 
[ 0077 ] In embodiments , multiple unmanned 
vehicles may capture data in a synchronized fashion to add 
depth to the image capture and / or a three dimensional and 4 
dimensional ( over time ) aspect to the captured data . In some 
implementations , UAV position will be contained within a 
perimeter and the perimeter will have multiple reference 
points to help each UAV ( or other unmanned vehicle ) 
determine a position in relation to static features of a 
building within which it is operating and also in relation to 
other unmanned vehicles . Still other aspects include 
unmanned vehicles that may not only capture data but also 
function to perform a task , such as paint a wall , drill a hole , 
cut along a defined path , or other function . As stated 
throughout this disclosure , the captured data may be incor 
porated into the virtual model of a Processing Facility . 
[ 0078 ] In another aspect , captured data may be compared 
to a library of stored data using image recognition software 
to ascertain and / or affirm a specific location , elevation and 
direction of an image capture location and proper alignment 
with the virtual model . Still other aspects may include the 
use of a compass incorporated into a Smart Device . 
[ 0079 ] In still other implementations , a line of sight from 
a Smart Device , whether user operated or deployed in an 
unmanned vehicle , may be used to align the Smart Device 
with physical reference markers and thereby determine an 
XY position as well as a Z position . Electronic altitude 
measurement may also be used in place of , or to supplement , 
a known altitude of a nearby reference point . This may be 
particularly useful in the case of availability of only a single 
reference point . 
[ 0080 ] Reference points may be coded via identifiers , such 
as a UUID ( Universally Unique Identifier ) , or other identi 
fication vehicle . Visual identifiers may include a bar code , 
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stamp ; feature ; popularity ; cost ; User specific query ; Plumb 
ing ; Electrical ; HVAC ; Structural aspects ; Access areas ; 
Periodic data and position capture with camera / Sensor 
attached to a fixed position ; during construction ; during 
modification ; during Deployment ; airflow ; HVAC ; machin 
ery ; traffic flows during use of structure ; audible measure 
ments for noise levels ; and almost any other aspect of 
captured data . 
[ 0087 ] In another aspect , an Augmented Virtual Model 
may receive data descriptive of generally static information , 
such as , one or more of : product specifications , building 
material specifications , product manuals , and maintenance 
documentation . 
[ 0088 ] Generally static information may be utilized within 
the Augmented Virtual Model to calculate Performance of 
various aspects of a Commercial Property . Dynamic data 
that is captured during one of : a ) design data ; b ) build data ; 
and c ) deployed data , may be used to analyze actual Per 
formance of a Commercial Property and also used to update 
an Augmented Virtual Model and increase the accuracy of 
additional predictions generated by the Augmented Virtual 
Model . Maintenance records and supporting documentation 
may also be archived and accessed via the AVM . A variety 
of Sensors may monitor conditions associated with one or 
both of the structure and the parcel . The Sensors and 
generated data may be used to extrapolate Performance 
expectations of various components included in the Aug 
mented Virtual Model . Sensor data may also be aggregated 
with Sensor data from multiple Augmented Virtual Model 
models from multiple structures and / or Commercial Prop 
erties and analyzed in order to track and / or predict Perfor 
mance of a structure or model going forward . 

hash tag , Alphanumeric or other symbol . Three dimensional 
markers may also be utilized . 
[ 0081 ] By way of non - limiting example , on site data 
capture may include designation of an XYZ reference posi 
tion and one or more of : image capture ; infra - red capture ; 
Temperature ; Humidity ; Airflow ; Pressure / tension ; Electro 
magnetic reading ; Radiation reading ; Sound readings ( i.e. 
level of noise , sound pattern to ascertain equipment running 
and / or state of disrepair ) , and other vibration or Sensor 
readings ( such as an accelerometer or transducer ) . 
[ 0082 ] In some embodiments , vibration data may be used 
to profile use of the building and / or equipment and machin 
ery associated with the building . For example , vibration 
detection may be used to determine a machine operation , 
including automated determination between proper opera 
tion of a piece of equipment and / or machinery and faulty 
operation of the equipment and / or machinery . Accelerom 
eters may first quantify facility operations and production 
speed and / or capacity during operations . Accelerometers 
may also detect less than optimal performance of equipment 
and / or machinery . In some embodiments . AI may be used to 
analyze and predict proper operation and / or equipment / 
machinery failure based upon input factors , including vibra 
tion patterns captured . Vibrations may include a “ signature " 
based upon machine type and location within a structure 
human related activity , such as , by way of non - limiting 
example : machine and foot traffic , physical activities , 
machine operations , machine failure , raised voices , alarms 
and alerts , loud music , running , dancing and the like , as well 
as a number of machines and / or people in the building and 
a calculated weight and mobility of the people . 
[ 0083 ] Vibration readings may also be used to quantify 
operation of machinery and equipment associated with the 
building , such as HVAC , circulators and water pumps . 
Vibration data may be analyzed to generate profiles for 
properly running equipment and equipment that may be 
faulty and / or failing . The improved virtual model of the 
present invention embodied as an AVM may be updated , 
either periodically or on one off occasions , such as during a 
service call or update call . 
[ 0084 ] In some embodiments , a fourth dimension in addi 
tion to an XYZ dimension will include date and time and 
allow for an historical view of a life of a structure to be 
presented in the virtual model . Accordingly , in some 
embodiments , onsite cameras and / or Sensors may be 
deployed and data may be gathered from the on - site cameras 
and Sensors either periodically or upon command . Data 
gathered may be incorporated into the improved virtual 
model . 
[ 0085 ] In still another aspect , the AVM may aggregate data 
across multiple Commercial Properties and buildings . The 
aggregated data may include conditions experienced by 
various buildings and mined or otherwise analyzed , such as 
via artificial intelligence and unstructured queries . Accord 
ingly , the AVM may quantify reasons relating to one or more 
of : how to reposition machines , route workflow or otherwise 
improve , designs that work well ; designs that fail ; popular 
aspects ; generate multiple Virtual Models with various 
quantified features ; original and modified model versions 
and almost any combination thereof . 
[ 0086 ] Although data may be gathered in various disparate 
and / or related ways , an aggregate of data may be quickly 
and readily accessed via the creation of indexes . Accord 
ingly , indexes may be according to one or more of : date / time 

Glossary 
[ 0089 ] “ Ambient Data ” as used herein refers to data and 
data streams captured in an environment proximate to a 
Vantage Point and / or an equipment item that are not audio 
data or video data . Examples of Ambient Data include , but 
are not limited to Sensor perception of : temperature , humid 
ity , particulate , chemical presence , gas presence , light , elec 
tromagnetic radiation , electrical power , moisture and min 
eral presence . 
[ 0090 ] “ Analog Sensor ” and “ Digital Sensor ” as used 
herein include a Sensor operative to quantify a state in the 
physical world in an analog representation . 
[ 0091 ] “ As Built ” as used herein refers to details of a 
physical structure associated with a specific location within 
the physical structure or parcel and empirical data captured 
in relation to the specific location . 
[ 0092 ] “ As Built Features ” as used herein refers to a 
feature in a virtual model or AVM that is based at least in 
part upon empirical data captured at or proximate to a 
correlating physical location of the feature . Examples of As 
Built Features include placement of structural components 
such as a wall , doorway , window , plumbing , electrical 
utility , machinery and / or improvements to a parcel , such as 
a well , septic , electric or water utility line , easement , berm , 
pond , wet land , retaining wall , driveway , right of way and 
the like . 
[ 0093 ] " As Built Imagery ” ( Image Data ) as used herein 
shall mean image data generated based upon a physical 
aspect . 
[ 0094 ] “ Augmented Virtual Model ” ( sometimes referred 
to herein as “ AVM ” ) : as used herein is a digital represen 
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tation of a real property parcel including one or more three 
dimensional representations of physical structures suitable 
for commercial use and As Built data captured descriptive of 
the real property parcel . An Augmented Virtual Model 
includes As Built Features of the structure and may include 
improvements and features contained within a Processing 
Facility . 
[ 0095 ] “ Commercial Property ” as used herein shall mean 
one or more real estate parcels suitable for a deployed 
Processing Facility that may be modeled in an AVM . ” 
[ 0096 ] “ Directional Indicator ” as used herein shall mean a 
quantification of a direction generated via one or both of : 
analogue and digital indications . 
[ 0097 ] “ Directional Image Data ” as used herein refers to 
image data captured from a Vantage Point with reference to 
a direction . Image data may include video data . 
[ 0098 ] " Directional Audio ” as used herein refers to audio 
data captured from a Vantage Point within or proximate to 
a Commercial Property and from a direction . 
[ 0099 ] “ Deployment ” as used herein shall mean the place 
ment of one or more of : a facility machinery and an 
equipment item into operation . 
[ 0100 ] “ Deployment Performance ” as used herein shall 
mean one or both of : objective and subjective quantification 
of how one or more of : facility , machinery and an equipment 
item operated , which may be depicted in an AVM . 
[ 0101 ] “ Design Feature ” as used herein , shall mean a 
value for a variable descriptive of a specific portion of a 
Commercial Property . A Design Feature may include , for 
example , a size and shape of a structural element or other 
aspect , such as a doorway , window or beam ; a material to be 
used , an electrical service , a plumbing aspect , a data service , 
placement of electrical and data outlets ; a distance , a length , 
a number of steps ; an incline ; or other discernable value for 
a variable associated with a structure or Commercial Prop 
erty feature . 
[ 0102 ] “ Digital Sensor ” as used herein includes a Sensor 
operative to quantify a state in the physical world in a digital 
representation . 
[ 0103 ] “ Experiential Data ” as used herein shall mean data 
captured on or proximate to a subject Processing Facility 
descriptive of a condition realized by the Processing Facility . 
Experiential data is generated by one or more of : digital 
and / or analog sensors , transducers , image capture devices , 
microphones , accelerometers , compasses and the like . 
[ 0104 ] " Experiential Sensor Reading " as used herein shall 
mean a value of a sensor output generated within or proxi 
mate to a subject Processing Facility descriptive of a con 
dition realized by the Processing Facility . An Experiential 
Sensor Reading may be generated by one or more of : digital 
and / or analog sensors , transducers , image capture devices , 
microphones , accelerometers , compasses and the like . 
[ 0105 ] “ Image Capture Device ” or “ Scanner ” as used 
herein refers to apparatus for capturing digital or analog 
image data , an Image capture device may be one or both of : 
a two dimensional camera ( sometimes referred to as “ 2D " ) 
or a three dimensional camera ( sometimes referred to as 
“ 3D " ) . In some examples an Image Capture Device includes 
a charged coupled device ( “ CCD " ) camera . 
[ 0106 ] “ Lag Benefit ” as used herein shall mean a benefit 
derived from , or in relation to a Lead Action . 
[ 0107 ] “ Lead Actions ” as used herein shall mean an action 
performed on , in , or in relation to a Commercial Property to 
facilitate attachment of an Performance Level . 

[ 0108 ] “ Performance ” as used herein may include a metric 
of an action or quantity . Examples of Performance may 
include metrics of : number of processes completed , energy 
efficiency ; length of service ; cost of operation ; quantity of 
goods processed or manufacture ; quality of goods processed 
or manufacture ; yield ; and human resources required . 
[ 0109 ] “ Performance Level ” as used herein shall mean one 
or both of a quantity of actions executed and a quality of 
actions . 
[ 0110 ] “ Processing Facility ” as used herein shall mean a 
structure “ Quality Level ” capable of receiving in a process 
ing material and / or a consumable and outputting a commer 
cial product . 
[ 0111 ] “ Sensor ” as used herein refers to one or more of a 
solid state , electro - mechanical , and mechanical device 
capable of transducing a physical condition or property into 
an analogue or digital representation and / or metric . 
[ 0112 ] “ Smart Device ” as used herein includes an elec 
tronic device including , or in logical communication with , a 
processor and digital storage and capable of executing 
logical commands . 
[ 0113 ] “ Total Resources ” as used herein shall mean an 
aggregate of one or more types of resources expended over 
a time period . 
[ 0114 ] “ Vantage Point ” as used herein refers to a specified 
location which may be an actual location within a physical 
facility or a virtual representation of the actual location 
within a physical facility . 
[ 0115 ] " Virtual Processing Facility ” ( “ VPS " ) : as used 
herein shall mean a digital representation of a physical 
structure suitable for commercial use . The Virtual Process 
ing Facility may include Design Features and As Built 
Features . The Virtual Processing Facility may be included as 
part of an AVM . 
[ 0116 ] Referring now to FIG . 1A a block diagram illus 
trates various aspects of the present invention and interac 
tions between the respective aspects . The present invention 
includes an Augmented Virtual Model 111 of a Processing 
Facility that includes As Built Features . The generation and 
inclusion of As Built Features , based upon location and 
direction specific data capture , is discussed more fully 
below . Data may be transmitted and received via one or both 
of digital and analog communications , such as via a wireless 
communication medium 117 . 
[ 0117 ] According to the present invention , one or more 
Deployment Performance Metric 112 are entered into auto 
mated apparatus in logical communication with the AVM 
111. The Deployment Performance Metric 112 may essen 
tially include a purpose to be achieved during Deployment 
of a modeled Processing Facility . By way of non - limiting 
example , a Deployment Performance Level may include one 
or more of : a production or quantity ; quality ; yield ; scal 
ability ; a level of energy efficiency ; a level of water con 
sumption ; mean time between failure for equipment 
included in the Processing Facility ; mean time between 
failure for machinery installed in the structure ; a threshold period of time between repairs on the Processing Facility ; a 
threshold period of time between upgrades of the Processing 
Facility ; a target market value for a Commercial Property ; a 
target lease or rental value for a Commercial Property ; a cost 
of financing for a Commercial Property ; Total Cost of 
ownership of a Commercial Property ; Total Cost of Deploy 
ment of a Commercial Property or other quantifiable aspect . 
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[ 0118 ] In some embodiments , Deployment Performance 
Metrics may be related to a fungible item , such as a 
measurement of energy ( KWH of electricity , gallon of fuel 
oil , cubic foot of gas , etc. ) ; man hours of work ; trade 
medium ( i.e. currency , bitcoin , stock , security , option etc. ) ; 
parts of manufactures volume of material processed or other 
quantity . Relating multiple disparate Deployment Perfor 
mance Metrics to a fungible item allows disparate Perfor 
mance Metrics to be compared for relative value . 
[ 0119 ] Modeled Performance Levels 113 may also be 
entered into the automated apparatus in logical communi 
cation with the AVM 111. The Modeled Performance Levels 
113 may include an appropriate level of Performance of an 
aspect of the structure in the AVM affected by the Deploy 
ment Performance Metric 112. For example , a Performance 
Level 113 for energy efficiency for a structure modeled may 
include a threshold of KW hours of electricity consumed by 
the structure on a monthly basis . Similarly , a target market 
value or lease value may be a threshold pecuniary amount . 
In some embodiments , a pecuniary amount may be accord 
ing to a period of time , such as monthly , or a term of years . 
[ 0120 ] Empirical Metrics Data 114 may be generated and 
entered into the automated apparatus on an ongoing basis . 
The Empirical Metrics Data 114 will relate to one or more 
of the Deployment Performance Metrics and may be used to 
determine compliance with a Deployment Performance 
Level and / or a Performance Levels . Empirical Metrics Data 
114 may include , by way of non - limiting example , one or 
more of : a unit of energy ; an unit of water ; a number of 
service calls ; a cost of maintenance ; a cost of upgrades ; 
equipment details , design details , machinery details , identi 
fication of human resources deployed ; identification of orga 
nizations deployed ; number of human resources ; demo 
graphics of human resources ( i.e. age , gender , occupations , 
employment status , economic status , requiring assistance 
with basic living necessities ; and the like ) ; percentage of 
time structure is occupied ; purpose of occupancy ( i.e. pri 
mary residence , secondary residence , short term rental , long 
term lease , etc. ) ; Sensor readings ( as discussed more fully 
below ) ; man hours required for structure repair / mainte 
nance / upgrades ; total currency ( or other fungible pecuniary 
amount ) expended on behalf of a structure or property . 
[ 0121 ] In addition to Empirical Metrics Data 114 , Lead 
Actions and expected Lag Benefits 115 that may cause an 
effect on one or both of a Deployment Performance Level 
112 and a Performance Level 113 , may be entered into the 
automated apparatus . A Lead Action may include an action 
expected to raise , maintain or lower an Empirical Metrics 
Data 114. For example , an action to install water efficient 
plumbing fixtures may be scheduled in order to improve 
water consumption metrics . Similar actions may relate to 
electrically efficient devices , or automatic electric switches 
being installed ; preventive maintenance being performed ; 
structure automation devices being installed and the like . 
Other Lead Actions may include limiting a demographic of 
occupants of a structure to a certain demographic , such as 
senior citizens . An expected benefit may be measured in Lag 
Benefit measurements , such as those described as Empirical 
Metrics Data 114 , or less tangible benefits , such as occupant 
satisfaction . 
[ 0122 ] The automated apparatus may also be operative to 
calculate Future Performance 116 based upon one or more 
of : AVM Model with As Built Data 111 ; Deployment Per 
formance Metrics 112 ; Modeled Performance Levels 113 

and Empirical Metrics Data 114. Future Performance may 
be calculated in terms of an appropriate unit of measure for 
the aspect for which Performance is calculated , such as , for 
example : an energy unit ; man hours ; mean time between 
failures and dollar or other currency amount . 
[ 0123 ] Calculation of Future Performance 116 may be 
particularly useful to calculate Total Resources calculated to 
be required to support a particular structure , group of 
structures , properties and / or group of properties over a term 
of years ( “ Total Resources Calculated ” ) . Total Resources 
Calculated may therefore be related to calculations of Future 
Performance 116 and include , for example , one or more of : 
energy units ; water units ; man hours ; equipment ; machinery 
and dollars ( or other currency or fungible item ) . In some 
embodiments , calculations of Future Performance may 
include a Total Cost of Ownership for a term of years . For 
example , a Total Cost of Ownership for a Commercial 
Property may include a purchase amount and amounts 
required for maintenance , repair and upgrades from day one 
of Deployment through twenty years of Deployment ( a 
shorter or longer term of years may also be calculated ) . 
[ 0124 ] Accordingly , some embodiments may include a 
calculation of Total Resources required that includes a 
purchase price of a property with a Processing Facility , that 
incorporates a total cost associated with the property over a 
specified term of years . The total cost will be based upon the 
AVM with As Built Data 111 ; Deployment Performance 
Metrics 112 ; Modeled Performance Levels 113 and Empiri 
cal Metrics Data 114 . 
[ 0125 ] Moreover , Total Resources required may be aggre 
gated across multiple properties and . Structures . Aggrega 
tion of properties may be organized into property pools to 
mitigate risk of anomalies in the Calculation of Future 
Performance . Of course the benefits of property ownership 
and / or management may also be pooled and compared to the 
Total Resources required . In various embodiments , different 
aspects of calculated Future Performance 116 may be aggre 
gated and allocated to disparate parties . For example , first 
aggregation may relate to man hours of technician time for 
structure repair and maintenance and the fulfillment of 
obligations related to the aggregation may be allocated to a 
first party . A second aggregation may relate to machinery 
Performance and obligations allocated to a second party . A 
third aggregation may relate to equipment Performance and 
obligations allocated to a third party . Other aggregations 
may similarly be allocated to various parties . In some 
embodiments , financial obligations incorporating one or 
both of acquisition cost and ongoing Deployment costs may 
be allocated and financed as a single loan . Other embodi 
ments include a calculated Future Performance cost being 
incorporated into a purchase price . 
[ 0126 ] An important aspect of the present invention 
includes definition and execution of Lead Actions based 
upon one or more of : the AVM Model with As Built Data 
111 ; Deployment Performance Metrics 112 ; Modeled Per 
formance Levels 113 ; Empirical Metrics Data 114 and 
Calculations of Future Performance 116 . 
[ 0127 ] Referring now to FIG . 1B , an AVM is generally 
associated with a Commercial Property that includes a real 
estate parcel 110-113 . According to some embodiments , one 
or more of an improvement , a repair , maintenance and an 
upgrade are performed on the Commercial Property . The 
Commercial Property is identified according to an auto 
mated determination of a location and a particular position , 
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elevation and direction are further determined automatically 
within the Commercial Property . Smart Devices may be 
used to access data records stored in an AVM according to 
a unique identifier of a physical location of the real estate 
parcel 110-113 . 
[ 0128 ] As illustrated , a map of real estate parcels 110-113 
is shown with icons 110A - 111A indicating parcels 110-111 
that have virtual structures 110A - 111A included in a virtual 
model associated with the parcels . Other parcels 113 have an 
indicator 113A indicating that a virtual model is in process 
of completion . 
[ 0129 ] In some methods utilized by the present invention , 
data in an AVM may be accessed via increasingly more 
accurate determinations . A first level of geospatial location 
determinations may be based upon a real estate parcel 
110-113 and a second geospatial determination may be made 
according to position locators ( discussed more fully below ) 
included within the boundaries of the real estate parcel 
110-113 . Still more accurate location position may be cal 
culated according to one or both of a direction determination 
and an accelerometer . Accordingly , it is within the scope of 
the present invention to access a record of a design model for 
a specific wall portion within a structure based upon iden 
tification of a real estate parcel 110-113 and a location within 
a structure situated within the real estate parcel 110-113 and 
height and direction . Likewise the present invention pro 
vides for accessing As Built data and the ability to submit As 
Built data for a specific portion of a structure based upon an 
accurate position and direction determination . 
[ 0130 ] In some implementations of the present invention , 
a Commercial Property unique identifier may be assigned by 
the AVM and adhere to a standard for universally unique 
identifiers ( UUID ) , other unique identifiers may be adopted 
from , or be based upon , an acknowledged standard or value . 
For example , in some embodiments , a unique identifier may 
be based upon Cartesian Coordinates , such as global posi 
tioning system ( GPS ) coordinates . Other embodiments may 
identify a Commercial Property according to one or both of : 
a street address and a tax map number assigned by a county 
government of other authority . 
[ 0131 ] In some embodiments , an AVM may also be asso 
ciated with a larger group of properties , such as a manufac 
turing plant , research and development , assembly , a com 
plex , or other defined arrangement . 
[ 0132 ] As illustrated , in some preferred embodiments , an 
electronic record correlating with a specific Commercial 
Property may be identified and then accessed based upon 
coordinates generated by a GPS device , or other electronic 
location device . The GPS device may determine a location 
and correlate the determined location with an AVM record 
listing model data , As Built data , improvement data , Per 
formance data , maintenance data , cost of operation data , 
return on investment data and the like . 
[ 0133 ] Referring now to FIG . 1C , a relational view of an 
Augmented Virtual Model 100 with a Virtual Processing 
Facility 102B is illustrated . The Augmented Virtual Model 
100 includes a virtual model stored in digital form with a 
design aspect that allows for a physical structure 102A 
suitable for commercial use to be designed and modelled in 
a virtual environment . The design aspect may reference 
Performance data of features to be included in a Virtual 
Processing Facility 102B and also reference variables quan 
tifying an intended use of the Virtual Processing Facility 
102B . The Virtual Processing Facility 102B and the Aug 

mented Virtual Model 100 may reside in a virtual setting via 
appropriate automated apparatus 108. The automated appa 
ratus 108 will typically include one or more computer 
servers and automated processors as described more fully 
below and may be accessible via known networking proto 
cols . 
[ 0134 ] In correlation with the design aspect , the present 
invention includes an As Built Model 101 that generates a 
Virtual Processing Facility 102A in the context of the 
Augmented Virtual Model 100. The As Built Model 101 
includes virtual details based upon As Built data captured on 
or proximate to a physical status of a related commercial 
physical structure 102A . The As Built data may be captured , 
for example , during construction or modification of a physi 
cal structure 102A . 
[ 0135 ] The As Built Model 101 may include detailed data 
including image captures via one or more image capture 
devices 107 and physical measurements of features included 
in the physical structure 102A . The physical measurements 
may be during a build phase of the physical structure ; or 
subsequent to the build phase of the physical structure . In 
some embodiments , original As Built measurements may be 
supplemented with additional data structure data associated 
with repairs or improvements are made to the physical 
structure . Details of recordable build aspects are placed as 
digital data on a recordable medium 104 included in the 
automated apparatus 108 . 
[ 0136 ] The digital data included on a recordable medium 
104 may therefore include , for example , one or more of : 
physical measurements capturing Experiential Data ; image 
data ( i.e. digital photos captured with a CCD device ) ; laser 
scans ; infra - red scans and other measurement mediums . One 
or more records on the recordable medium 104 of an As 
Built structure may be incorporated into the Augmented 
Virtual Model 100 thereby maintaining the parallel nature of 
the Augmented Virtual Model 100 with the physical struc 
ture 102A . 
[ 0137 ] In some embodiments , As Built data on a record 
able medium 104 may be generated and / or captured via an 
image capture device 117 . 
[ 0138 ] As the physical structure is deployed for use , 
subsequent measurements that generate and / or capture 
Experiential Data may be made and incorporated into the 
Augmented Virtual Model 100. In addition , a user may 
access and update 103 the Augmented Virtual Model 100 to 
ascertain features of the physical structure 102A that have 
been virtually incorporated into the Augmented Virtual 
Model 100. In some examples , a tablet , handheld network 
access device ( such as , for example a mobile phone ) or other 
device with automated location service may be used to 
determine a general location of a physical structure 102A . 
For example , a smart phone with global positioning system 
( GPS ) capabilities may be used to determine a physical 
address of a physical structure , such as 123 Main Street . 
Stored records containing data relating to 123 Main Street 
may be accessed via the Internet or other distributed net 
work . 
[ 0139 ] In addition to the use of GPS to determine a 
location of a User Device , the present invention provides for 
a real estate parcel with a physical structure 102A that 
includes more radio frequency ( or other mechanism ) loca 
tion identifiers 109. Location identifiers 109 may include , 
for example , radio transmitters at a defined location that may 
be used to accurately identify via triangulation , a position of 
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a user device 106 , such as a : tablet , smart phone or virtual 
reality device . The position may be determined via triangu 
lation , single strength , time delay determination or other 
process . In some embodiments , triangulation may determine 
a location of a user device within millimeters of accuracy . 
[ 0140 ] Other location identifiers may include , by way of 
non - limiting example , RFID chips , a visual markings ( i.e. a 
hash tags or barcode ) , pins or other accurately placed 
indicators . Placement of the location identifiers may be 
included in the AVM and referenced as the location of the 
physical user device is determined . As described above , 
specific location identifiers may be referenced in the context 
of GPS coordinates or other more general location identifi 
ers . 

[ 0141 ] Based upon the calculated location of the user 
device 106 , details of the physical structure 102A may be 
incorporated into the Virtual Processing Facility 102B and 
presented to a user via a graphical user interface ( GUI ) on 
the user device 106 . 
[ 0142 ] For example , a user may approach a physical 
structure and activate an app on a mobile user device 106 . 
The app may cause the user device 106 to activate a GPS 
circuit included in the user device and determine a general 
location of the user device 106 , such as a street address 
designation . The general location will allow a correct AVM 
104B to be accessed via a distributed network , such as the 
Internet . Once accessed , the app may additionally search for 
one or more location identifiers 109 of a type and in a 
location recorded in the AVM . An AVM may indicate that 
one or more RFID chips are accessible in a kitchen , a living 
room and each bedroom of a structure . The user may activate 
appropriate Sensors to read the RFID chips and determine 
their location . In another aspect , an Augmented Virtual 
Model 100 may indicate that location identifiers 109 are 
placed at two or more corners ( or other placement ) of a 
physical structure 102A and each of the location identifiers 
109 may include a transmitter with a defined location and at 
a defined height . The user device 106 , or other type of 
controller , may then triangulate with the location identifiers 
109 to calculate a precise location and height within the 
physical structure . 
[ 0143 ] Similarly , a direction may be calculated via a 
prescribed movement of the user device 106 during execu 
tion of code that will record a change in position relative to 
the location identifiers 109. For example , a user smart 
device , such as a smart phone or user device 106 may be 
directed towards a wall or other structure portion and upon 
execution of executable code , the smart device may be 
moved in a generally tangential direction towards the wall . 
The change in direction of the user device 106 relative to the 
location identifiers 109 may be used to calculate a direction . 
Based upon a recorded position within the structure 102A 
and the calculated direction , a data record may be accessed 
in the Augmented Virtual Model 100 and a specific portion 
of the Augmented Virtual Model 100 and / or the Virtual 
Processing Facility 102B may be presented on the user 
device 106. In other embodiments , a direction may be made , 
or verified via a mechanism internal to the smart device , 
such as a compass or accelerometer . 
[ 0144 ] In still another aspect of the present invention , in 
some embodiments , transmissions from one or more loca 
tion identifiers 109 may be controlled via one or more of : 
encryption ; encoding ; password protection ; private / public 
key synchronization or other signal access restriction . Con 

trol of access to location identifiers 109 may be useful in 
multiple respects , for example , a location identifier may 
additionally function to provide access to data , a distributed 
network and / or the Internet . 
[ 0145 ] The Virtual Processing Facility 102B may include 
one or both of : historical data and most current data relating 
to aspects viewable or proximate to the user device 106 
while the user device is at the calculated location in the 
physical structure 102A . In this way , the parallel virtual 
world of the Augmented Virtual Model 100 and the Virtual 
Processing Facility 102B may present data from the virtual 
world that emulates aspects in the physical world , and may 
be useful to the user accessing the user device 106 , while the 
user device is at a particular physical location . As discussed 
within this document , data presented via the Augmented 
Virtual Model 100 may include one or more of : design data , 
As Built data , Experiential Data , Performance data relating 
to machinery and / or features of the Augmented Virtual 
Model 100 or physical structure ; maintenance data , and 
annotations . 
[ 0146 ] Annotations may include , for example , a user's or 
designer's note recorded at a previous time , a service 
bulletin , maintenance log , operation instructions or a per 
sonal note to a subsequent user , such as a virtual “ John 
Smith was here ” such guest log indicating who had fre 
quented the location . Annotations may include one or both 
of text and image data . For example , an annotation may 
include an image of the location captured at a given time and 
date . The image may be of a personal nature , i.e. the living 
room while the Smith's owned the structure , or a profes 
sional nature , i.e. the living room after being painted by 
XYZ Contractor on a recorded date . In some embodiments , 
annotations may be used to indicate completion of a work 
order . Recordation of completion of a work order may in 
turn trigger a payment mechanism for paying an entity 
contracted to complete the work order . In another aspect , 
annotations may relate to an AVM or a Virtual Processing 
Facility as a whole , or to a particular aspect that is proximate 
to a location of the user device within the Virtual Processing 
Facility . 
[ 0147 ] In some embodiments , details of a proposed use of 
a structure and parcel may be input into a design module and 
used to specify or recommend features to be included in an 
Augmented Virtual Model 100 . 
[ 0148 ] According to the present invention , features of a 
Processing Facility and parcel are generated within a digital 
design model and then tracked as the features are imple 
mented in a build process and further tracked in Perfor 
mance of the structure as it is placed into use . To the extent 
av able , Performance is tracked in the context of variables 
relating to use . Variables may include , for example : a use of 
the structure , such as manufacturing and / or processing ; a 
number of resources accessing in a structure ; demographics 
of the human resources ; number of months per year the 
structure is deployed for use ; which months of the year a 
structure is deployed for use ; which hours of the day the 
structure is occupied and other relevant information . 
[ 0149 ] As Experiential Sensor Readings are generated 
they may be memorialized to generate Experiential Data 
associated with a physical structure 102A . The Experiential 
Data is collected and analyzed via structured queries and 
may also be analyzed with Artificial Intelligence processes 
such as unstructured queries to derive value . In some 
embodiments , Experiential Data may also be associated with 
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a human and / or an animal interacting with the structure 
102A . Whereas former process plants were generally 
designed and built to mitigate against variability in a human 
118 and between disparate humans 118. The present inven 
tion allows for human variability to be monitored via sensors 
119 and the structure to be modified to optimally inter - relate 
with the values for variables attributable to a human 118 that 
will inhabit or otherwise interact with the structure 102A . 
Human ( and / or animal ) maybe quantified with sensors 119 
installed on or proximate to the Human 118. Alternatively , 
sensors 117 located in , or proximate to , a structure 102A 
may be used to monitor human variability . Biosensors may 
be used to provide empirical data of humans 118 interacting 
with a structure may be analyzed using structured or 
unstructured queries to device relationships between struc 
ture performance and human biometrics . Accordingly , sen 
sors may be used to quantify interaction between a human 
118 and an As Built structure 102A according to physiologi 
cal and behavioral data , social interactions , and environ 
mental factors within the structure , actions undertaken , 
movements , and almost any quantifiable aspect . 
[ 0150 ] As Built Features and biometrics may be further 
utilized to control various structure automation devices . 
Structure automation devices may include , by way of non 
limiting example one or more of : automated locks or other 
security devices ; thermostats , lighting , heating , chemical 
processing , cutting , molding , laser shaping , 3D printing , 
assembly , cleaning , packaging and the like . Accordingly , a 
structure with recorded As Built design features and vibra 
tion sensors may track activities in a structure and determine 
that a first occupant associated with a first vibration pattern 
of walking is in the structure . Recorded vibration patterns 
may indicate that person one is walking down a hallway and 
automatically turn on appropriated lighting and adjust one or 
more of : temperature , sound and security . Security may 
include locking doors for which person one is not pro 
grammed to access . For example , a first pattern of vibration 
may be used to automatically ascertain that a person is 
traversing an area of a structure for which a high level of 
security is required or an area that is designated for limited 
access due to safety concerns . As Built data has been 
collected . Other structure automation may be similarly 
deployed according to As Built data , occupant profiles , 
biometric data , time of day , or other combination of avail 
able sensor readings . 
[ 0151 ] Referring now to FIG . 1D , according to the present 
invention a virtual model 120 is generated that correlates 
with a physical facility 120 and includes virtual represen 
tations of As Built features and Experiential Data . As 
discussed more ully herein , the virtual model may include 
an AVM 111 with As Built data , such as image data and 
measurements , included within the model . In addition , sen 
sor data may be collected over time and incorporated into the 
AVM 111. The AVM 111 may include virtual representations 
of one or more of : sensors 125 ; equipment 126-128 ; controls 
121 ; infrastructure 129 , such as HVAC , utilities , such as 
electric and water , gas lines , data lines , etc. and vantage 
points 121 . 
[ 0152 ] In some implementations , a virtual reality headset 
may be worn by a user to provide an immersive experience 
from a vantage point 121 such that the user will experience 
a virtual representation of what it would be like to be located 
at the vantage point 121 within the facility 122 at a specified 
point in time . The virtual representation may include a 

combination of Design Features , As Built Data and Expe 
riential Data . A virtual representation may therefore include 
a virtual representation of image data via the visual light 
spectrum , image data via infrared light spectrum , noise and 
vibration reenactment . Although some specific types of 
exemplary sensor data have been described , the descriptions 
are not meant to be limiting unless specifically claimed as a 
limitation and it is within the scope of this invention to 
include a virtual representation based upon other types of 
captured sensor data may also be included in the AVM 111 
virtual reality representation . 
[ 0153 ] Referring now to FIG . 1E , a user 131 is illustrated 
situated within an AVM 111. The user 131 will be virtually 
located at a Vantage Point 137 and may receive data 136 , 
including , but not limited to one or more of : image data 134 , 
audio data 135 and Ambient Data 136. The user 131 may 
also be provided with controls 133. Controls 133 may 
include , for example , zoom , volume , scroll of data fields and 
selection of data fields . Controls may be operated based 
upon an item of Equipment 132 within a Field of View 138 
of the User 131 located at a vantage point 137 and viewing 
a selected direction ( Z axis ) . The user is presented with 
Image Data from within the AVM 111 that includes As Built 
data and virtual design data . 
[ 0154 ] Additional examples may include sensor arrays , 
audio capture arrays and camera arrays with multiple data 
collection angles that may be complete 360 degree camera 
arrays or directional arrays , for example , in some examples , 
a sensor array including image capture sensors ) may 
include at least 120 degrees of data capture , additional 
examples include a sensor array with at least 180 degrees of 
image capture ; and still other examples include a sensor 
array with at least 270 degrees of image capture . In various 
examples , data capture may include sensors arranged to 
capture image data in directions that are planar or oblique in 
relation to one another . 
[ 0155 ] Referring now to FIG . 2 , a functional block illus 
trates various components of some implementations of the 
present invention . According to the present invention auto 
mated apparatus included in the AVM 201 are used to 
generate a model of a Virtual Processing Facility ( “ VPS ” ) 
and may also incorporate a model and associated real estate 
parcel ( “ VPS ” ) . One or more pieces of equipment that will 
be deployed in the Commercial Property may be included 
into the augmented virtual model 201 , equipment may 
include , for example : machinery 222 ; building support items 
212 , and utilities support 213. The AVM 201 may model 
operational expectations 204 during deployment of a facility 
and associated machinery and equipment included in the 
AVM 201. Machinery 211 may include , for example , manu 
facturing tools , robots or other automation , transport tools , 
chemical processing machine , physical processing machine , 
assembly machine , heat processing machine , cooling 
machine , deposition device , etching device , welding appa 
ratus , cutting apparatus , forming tool , drilling tool , shaping 
tool , transport machine , structure automation , air purifica 
tion or filter systems , noise containment device and the like . 
Utility support equipment may include cabling , dish anten 
nas , Wi - Fi , water softener , water filter , power , chemical 
supply , gas supply , compressed air supply and the like , as 
well as uptime and downtime associated with a facility 
utility 243 . 
[ 0156 ] The AVM 201 calculates a predicted Performance 
of the AVM and generates Operational Levels 204 based 
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upon the Performance 222 , wherein “ Performance ” may 
include one or more of : total cost of deployment 214 ; 
operational experience 203 which may include one or both 
of : objective empirical measurements and satisfaction of 
operator's use an As Built physical model based upon the 
AVM ; operational expectations 204 , total maintenance cost 
206 , and residual value of an As Built following a term of 
years of occupation and use of an As Built Facility based 
upon the AVM . Performance 221 may also be associated 
with a specific item of machinery 211 . 
[ 0157 ] In another aspect , actual Operational Experience 
203 may be monitored , quantified and recorded by the AVM 
201. Data quantifying the Operational Experience 203 may 
be collected , by way of non - limiting example , from one or 
more of : Sensors incorporated into an As Built structure ; 
maintenance records ; utility records indicating an amount of 
energy 202 ( electricity , gas , heating oil ) consumed ; water 
usage ; periodic measurements of an As Built structure , such 
as an infra - red scan of climate containment , air flow through 
air handlers , water flow , water quality and the like ; user 
surveys and maintenance and replacement records . 
[ 0158 ] In still another aspect , a warranty 205 covering one 
or both of parts and labor associated with an As Built 
structure may be tracked , including replacement materials 
207. The warranty 205 may apply to an actual structure , or 
one or more of machinery 211 ; building support item 212 ; 
and utility support item 213 . 
[ 0159 ] The AVM 201 may take into account a proposed 
usage of a Deployment of a Processing Facility based upon 
values for Deployment variables , and specify aspects of one 
or more of : Machine s 211 ; building support 212 ; and utility 
support 213 based upon one or both of a proposed usage and 
values for Deployment variables . Proposed usage may 
include , for example , how many human resources will 
occupy a Processing Facility , demographics of the resources 
that will occupy the Processing Facility ; percentage of time 
that the Processing Facility will be occupied , whether the 
Processing Facility is a primary residence , whether the 
Processing Facility is a leased property and typical duration 
of leases entered into , environmental conditions experienced 
by the Processing Facility , such as exposure to ocean salt , 
Winter conditions , desert conditions , high winds , heavy rain , 
high humidity , or other weather conditions . 
[ 0160 ] In another aspect , Deployment may relate to bio 
metrics or other data associated with specific occupants of a 
structure . Accordingly , in some embodiments , sensors may 
monitor biologically related variables of occupants and / or 
proposed occupants . The biometric measurements may be 
used to determine one or both of Lead Actions and Lag 
Metrics . Lead actions may include one or more of : use of 
specific building materials , selection of design aspects ; 
Deployment of structure equipment ; Deployment of 
machinery ; terms of a lease ; length of a lease : terms of a 
maintenance contract ; and structure automation controls . 
[ 0161 ] According to the present invention , design aspects 
and structure materials 210 may also be based upon the 
proposed usage and values for Deployment variables . For 
example , a thicker exterior wall with higher insulation value 
may be based upon a structures location in an adverse 
environment . Accordingly , various demographic consider 
ations and proposed usage of a structure may be used as 
input in specifying almost any aspect of a Processing 
Facility . 

[ 0162 ] Total Cost of Deployment ( TCD ) 
[ 0163 ] In still another consideration , a monetary value for 
one or more of a Total Cost of Deployment ( “ TCD " ) . Total 
maintenance cost ( “ ?TMC ” ) and a desired return on invest 
ment ( “ ROI ” ) for a Commercial Property may be used as 
input for one or more design aspects included in an Aug 
mented Virtual Model System 200. Total Cost of Ownership , 
Total Maintenance Cost and ROI may be used to determine 
optimal values of variables 202-205 , 210-213 specified in an 
Augmented Virtual Model System 200 and incorporated into 
an As Built structure , and other improvements to a real estate 
parcel . 
[ 0164 ] A Total Cost of Deployment 214 may change based 
upon a time period 215 used to assess the Total Cost of 
Deployment 214. A ROI may include one or more of : a 
rental value that may produce a revenue stream , a resale 
value , a cost of operation , real estate taxes based upon 
structure specifications and almost any other factor that 
relates to one or both of a cost and value . 
[ 0165 ] Desirable efficiency and Performance may be cal 
culated according to one or more of : established metrics , 
measurement protocols and past experience . The AVM 201 
and associated technology and software may be used to 
support a determination of a TCD . In another aspect , a TCD 
may be based upon an assembly of multiple individual 
metrics , procedures to assess metrics , procedures to adjust 
and optimize metrics and procedures to apply best results 
from benchmark operations . In the course of managing Total 
Cost of Ownership , in some examples , initial steps may 
include design aspects that model an optimal design based 
upon Total Cost of Ownership metrics and also model 
designed algorithms used to assess Total Cost of Ownership 
metrics . 
[ 0166 ] In the following examples , various aspects of Total 
Cost of Deployment 214 , Total Maintenance Costs , and 
associated metrics , are considered in the context of calcu 
lating a target Total Cost of Deployment 214. Accordingly , 
the AVM may be used to TCD optimization . 
[ 0167 ] A designed Processing Facility is ultimately built at 
a site on a real estate parcel . A build process may be 
specified and provide metrics that may be used in a process 
designed by a AVM 201 and also used as a physical build 
proceeds . In some examples , time factors associated with a 
physical build may be important , and in some examples time 
factors associated with a physical build may be estimated , 
measured and acted upon as they are generated in a physical 
build process . Examples of time factors may include , one or 
more of : a time to develop and approve site plans ; a time to 
prepare the site and locate community provided utilities or 
site provided utilities ; a time to lay foundations ; a time to 
build structure ; a time to finish structure ; a time to install 
internal utilities and facilities related aspects ; a time to 
install , debug , qualify and release equipment ; times to start 
production runs and to certify compliance of production are 
all examples of times that can be measured by various 
techniques and sensing equipment on a Processing Facility's 
site . Various time factors for a build are valuable and may 
become increasingly valuable as a physical build proceeds 
since the monetary investment in the project builds before 
revenue flows and monetary investments have clearly 
defined cost of capital aspects that scale with the time value 
of money . 
[ 0168 ] Various build steps may include material flows of 
various types . Material flow aspects may be tracked and 
controlled for cost and efficiency . Various materials may 
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lower a build materials cost , but raise time factors to 
complete the build . Logical variations may be calculated and 
assessed in an AVM 201 and optimal build steps may be 
generated and / or selected based upon a significance placed 
upon various benefits and consequences of a given variable 
value . Physical build measurements and / or sensing on 
physical build projects may also be used as input in an 
assessment of economic trade - offs . 
[ 0169 ] The equipment deployed may incur a majority of a 
build cost depending upon user defined target values . The 
AVM may model and present alternatives including one or 
more of : cost versus efficiency , quality 240 , time to build , 
life expectancy , market valuation over time . A cost to build 
may be correlated with cost to deploy and eventual resale . 
An overall model of a Total Cost of Deployment 214 may 
include any or all such aspects and may also include 
external . In some examples , the nature of equipment trade 
offs may be static and estimations may be made from 
previous results . In some other examples , changes in tech 
nology , strategic changes in sourcing , times of acquisition 
and the like may play into models of Total Cost of Deploy 
ment 214 . 
[ 0170 ] In some examples , an initial efficiency of design 
which incurs large costs at early stages of a project may have 
a dominant impact on Total Cost of Deployment 214 when 
time factors are weighted to real costs . In other examples , 
the ability of a Processing Facility to be flexible over time 
and to be changed in such flexible manners , where such 
changes are efficiently designed may dominate even if the 
initial cost aspects may be less efficient due to the need to 
design in flexibility . As a Processing Facility is built , and as 
it is operated the nature of changing customer needs may 
create dynamic aspects to estimations of Total Cost of 
Deployment 214. Therefore , in some examples , estimates on 
the expected dynamic nature of demands on a Processing 
Facility may be modeled against the cost aspects of flex 
ibility to model expectations of Total Cost of Deployment 
214 given a level of change . 
[ 0171 ] In some examples , factors that may be less depen 
dent on extrinsic factors , such as product demand and the 
like may still be important metrics in Total Cost of Deploy 
ment 214. Included in the As Built factors may be calcula 
tions such as HVAC temperature load , in which personnel 
and seasonal weather implications may be important . AVM 
models may include a user interface to receive value useful 
in the AVM models . In addition , electronic monitoring , via 
Sensors that may determine energy consumption , includes 
for example : electricity , fuel oil , natural gas , propane and the 
like may be useful for estimation and measurement . 
[ 0172 ] Temperatures may be monitored by thermo 
couples , semiconductor junction based devices or other such 
direct measurement techniques . In other examples , tempera 
ture and heat flows may be estimated based on photon based 
measurement , such as surveying the Processing Facility with 
infra - red imaging or the like . 
[ 0173 ] Utility load may be monitored on a Processing 
Facility wide basis and / or at point of use monitoring equip 
ment located at hubs or individual pieces of equipment itself . 
Flow meters may be inline , or external to pipes wires or 
conduits . Gases and liquid flows may be measured with 
physical flow measurements or sound based measurement . 
In other examples , electricity may be monitored as direct 
current measurements or inferred inductive current measure 
ment . 

[ 0174 ] In some examples , the nature and design of stan 
dard usage patterns of a Processing Facility and an associ 
ated environment may have relevance to Total Cost of 
Ownership . For example , usage that includes a larger num 
ber of ingress and egress will expose an HVAC system to 
increased load and usage that includes a significant number 
of waking hours with inhabitants in the commercial building 
may incur increased usage of one or more of : machinery 
211 ; building support devices 212 ; and utilities 234 . 
[ 0175 ] The nature and measurement aspects of vibration in 
the Processing Facility may also be modelled and designed 
as the Processing Facility is built . There may be numerous 
means to measure vibrations from capacitive and resistive 
based measurements to optical based measurements that 
measure a subtle change in distance scale as a means of 
detecting vibration . Vibration may result from a Processing 
Facility being located proximate to a roadway , train , subway , 
airport , tidal flow or other significant source of relatively 
consistent vibration . Vibration may also be more periodic , 
such as earthquake activity . In still another aspect , vibration 
may result from human traffic within the Commercial Prop 
erty . The use of vibration monitoring Sensors may indicate 
various activities that take place within the structure and 
facilitate more accurate modeling of a life expectancy of 
various aspects of the structure as well as machines located 
within the structure . 
[ 0176 ] Noise levels are another type of vibrational mea 
surement which is focused on transmission through the 
atmosphere of the Processing Facility . In some cases , noise 
may emanate from one location after moving through solid 
structure from its true source at another location . Thus , 
measurement of ambient sound with directional micro 
phones or other microphonic sensing types may be used to 
elucidate the nature and location of noise emanations . In 
some cases , other study of the noise emanations may lead to 
establishment of vibrational measurement of different 
sources of noise . Floors , ceilings , doorways , countertops , 
windows and other aspects of a Processing Facility may be 
monitored in order to quantify and extrapolate noise levels . 
Noise and vibrational measurement devices may be global 
and monitor a region of a Processing Facility , or they may 
be inherently incorporated into or upon individual equip 
ment of the Processing Facility . 
[ 0177 ] In some examples , models of a Processing Facility 
( including original models and As Built models ) may 
include routings of pipes , wires , conduits and other features 
of a Processing Facility and the installed equipment that 
have structure . Together with models of the building struc 
ture and the equipment placed in the building the various 
routed structures may be married in a detailed AVM 201 . 
[ 0178 ] In another aspect , an AVM 201 may include con 
flicts between the physical structures may be detected and 
avoided in the design stage at far improved cost aspects . In 
some examples , a designer may virtually ascertain a nature 
of the conflict and alter a design in virtual space to optimize 
operational aspects . Additionally , in some embodiments , an 
As Built model may be generated during and after a Pro 
cessing Facility is built for various purposes . In some 
examples , a technician may inspect a Processing Facility for 
conformance of the build to the designed model . In other 
examples , as an As Built Processing Facility is altered to 
deal with needed changes , changes will be captured and 
included in the As Built AVM 201 . 
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[ 0179 ] In another aspect of the present invention , the AVM 
201 may be used to generate a virtual reality model of a 
Commercial Property , including one or more structures that 
may be displayed via user interface that includes an immer 
sion of the user into a virtual setting . Immersion may be 
accomplished , for example , via use of a virtual reality 
headset with visual input other than a display screen is 
limited . In some embodiments , a virtual setting may be 
generated based upon a location of the user . For example , 
GPS coordinates may indicate a Commercial Property and a 
user may wear a headset that immerses the user in a virtual 
reality setting . The virtual reality setting may display one or 
more virtual models of structures that may be potentially 
constructed on the Commercial Property . 
[ 0180 ] Embodiments may include models generated , stan 
dard modelling software such as BIM 360TM field which 
may support the display of a Processing Facility design in a 
very complete level of detail . Modelling of a Processing 
Facility in its location or proposed location , or in multiple 
proposed locations , may be useful from a Total Cost of 
Ownership perspective , especially from an evaluation of the 
nature of a site layout including real estate property parcel 
options and the like . 
[ 0181 ] In some examples , a virtual display observed in the 
field at the site of an As Built or proposed build may allow 
for design changes and design evaluations to be viewed in a 
space before build is completed . For example , a structure 
may be completed to the extent that walls , floors and ceilings 
are in place . A user may utilize a virtual display to under 
stand the layout difference for different designs and the 
designs may be iterated from designs with the least flex 
ibility to more flexible yet more complex designs . 
[ 0182 ] In some examples , the design systems may include 
various types of features such as building structure , walls , 
ducts , utilities , pipes , lighting , and electrical equipment . The 
design systems are augmented with As Built Data and 
Experiential Data . 
[ 0183 ] The design and modelling systems may be utilized 
to simulate and project cost spending profiles and budgeting 
aspects . The modelling systems may therefore be useful 
during the course of an audit , particularly when comparing 
actual versus projected spending profiles . The comparison of 
various spend sequencing may be used to optimize financing 
costs , maintenance , refurbishing and sequencing . The AVM 
201 may be useful to provide early estimates , and for cost 
tracking versus projections which may be visualized as 
displays across a virtual display of the building , facilities 
and equipment . 
[ 0184 ] Energy / Utilities Cost : There may be numerous 
examples of tradeoffs in sources of electric energy to a 
Processing Facility . For example , a site may be designed 
with various utility supplies for power , with tailored power 
management systems to balance the capacitance and imped 
ance of the effective load to minimize electricity cost . In 
addition , various alternative forms of electric energy may be 
assessed and designed . Solar , geothermal and Wind gener 
ated electric power may make economic sense under certain 
conditions and may have time of day and seasonal relevance . 
The design of flexible support facilities for the installation of 
initial energy generation capacity with provision for the 
addition of additional capacity may be assessed . In some 
instances , backup power generation may be designed to 
ensure that a Processing Facility may run at some level for 
a certain period of time . In some cases , this may allow for 

continued production , in other examples , backup power may 
give a Processing Facility the time to idle and shut down 
capacity in a safer and less damaging manner . 
[ 0185 ] In some examples , an energy source for heating , 
cooling , humidification and dehumidification equipment 
may be modelled and managed . In some examples , a source 
of energy used may be one or more of electric , natural gas , 
propane , fuel oil or natural gas . Emergency backup may also 
be modelled and managed . Various choices between electric 
sources . Solar and fuel based energy consumption may be 
modelled and controlled based on upon market forecasts . 
Estimates may be periodically adjusted according to world 
and / or market events . 
[ 0186 ] Enhanced inspection , and guidance capabilities 
enabled via ongoing electronic Sensor measurements may 
facilitate one or more of : maintenance , expansion and opti 
mization of Processing Facility features , operation Commer 
cial Property equipment and maintenance models . Ongoing 
monitoring via Sensor data collection also increases knowl 
edge of machines and operations , or other useful capacities 
towards knowing the state of the Processing Facility . Deci 
sions related to maintenance of equipment and facilities may 
be important decisions that modelling and operational man 
agement systems support . The various cost elements that 
may go into modelling may include , for example , one or 
more variables related to consumables , such as : a cost of 
consumables ; frequency of replacement 241 , quantity of 
consumables 242 , life of replaced parts , nature of failures of 
different part types ; manpower associated with planned and 
unplanned maintenance and expected and actual life of 
equipment 
[ 0187 ] Inside of a functional Processing Facility , aug 
mented reality functions viewable in an AVM 201 including 
an AVM may be used to guide operators , surveyors , repair 
workers , or other individuals , through the Processing Facil 
ity . As one non - limiting example , a tablet , mobile device , or 
other small device with a screen , imaging , and other sensing 
capabilities may be used in an augmented reality fashion 
towards this function . 
[ 0188 ] As described above , facing a mobile device 
towards an area in a Processing Facility and movement of 
the mobile device in a particular pattern may be used to 
ascertain a specific area of the Processing Facility for which 
AVM 201 data should be accessed . A combination of one or 
more of : image , location , orientation , and other Sensors may 
also be used to identify to the mobile device , which wall 
segment , building aspect , machinery or equipment the 
device is identifying . A location of mobile device , a height 
and an angle of view may also be utilized to determine 
aspects of the structure for which a virtual model is being 
requested . 
[ 0189 ] In some embodiments , a user may be presented 
with various layers of data , including , for example , one or 
more of : structural aspects of the Processing Facility , plumb 
ing , electrical , data runs , material specifications or other 
documentation , including but not limited to : basic identify 
ing information , installation information , service records , 
safety manuals , process records , expected service schedule , 
among many other possibilities . 
[ 0190 ] A plurality of information may be thus easily 
accessible inside the Processing Facility , and may be used 
for a variety of functions , including finding a specific 
machine to then diagnose and service a problem , regular 
inspection of equipment , guided tours of the Processing 
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Facility , or many other functions . This information may be 
conveyed to the individual in a plurality of possible formats , 
such as lists that show up on the screen , clickable icons that 
show up next to the equipment in a Virtual Reality ( “ VR ” ) 
camera feed , or many other possibilities . These functions 
may also be accessible in a hands - free VR format with a VR 
headset , or other such device . 
[ 0191 ] As the user is inside a Processing Facility , the user 
may receive a plurality of information , instructions , etc. 
while the user is proximate to the various aspects of the 
structures . For example , the user machines themselves , 
seeing them work , hearing the sounds they make , etc. to 
better inspect or service , among other possible functions , the 
Processing Facility's equipment . With VR systems , similar 
travel , guidance , or inspection capabilities for a functional 
Processing Facility may be achieved completely remotely 
from the Processing Facility itself . Additionally , with VR 
systems , these capabilities may occur prior , during , or after 
the construction and deployment of a Processing Facility . 
[ 0192 ] A VR system may constitute a headset or lens 
system with stereoscopic viewing capabilities , a sound con 
veying means , such as headphones , and various forms of 
user input , such as a handheld controller or foot pedals as 
non - limiting examples . Various forms of imaging , survey 
ing , or modeling technology may be used to generate virtual 
models of a functional Processing Facility . As a non - limiting 
example , exploring such a model with a VR system may be 
used to examine layout , functioning , or other parameters of 
a Processing Facility before its construction . As an alterna 
tive non - limiting example , exploring a model possibly gen 
erated by sensing technology in real time , or over a period 
of time prior to viewing with a VR system , may allow for 
inspection or demonstration capabilities in a location 
entirely remotely from the actual Processing Facility itself . 
This may include both imagery and sounds captured within 
the Processing Facility . 
[ 0193 ] Collection of data may additionally include actual 
service life experienced and performance of equipment used 
in an AVM which thereby enables enhanced modeling of a 
life expectancy of equipment included in an Augmented 
Virtual Model 100 and an As Built structure . Various Sen 
sors may gather relevant data related to one or more of : use 
of machinery and equipment , performance of machinery 
items of equipment and an ambient environment inside or 
proximate to machinery and equipment . In addition , an 
unstructured query relating to the functioning or life expec 
tancy of equipment may be generated by a processor to 
access and interpret data , thereby deriving relevant input to 
a decision maker based upon analysis of the data . 
[ 0194 ] Various examples of data to be acquired , relating to 
life expectancy of equipment , may include , but is not limited 
to , hours of operation , conditions of operation ( whether and 
how long the equipment may be running under capacity , at 
rated capacity , or over capacity ) , or many environmental 
conditions for operation ; environmental conditions may 
include the ambient temperature ( or the difference in ambi 
ent temperature from an ideal or other measured value ) , 
ambient humidity ( or the difference in ambient humidity 
from an ideal or other measured value ) , ambient air particu 
late content ( or a comparison of the current air particulate 
level to a filter change schedule ) , presence or concentration 
of ambient gasses ( if relevant ) such as carbon dioxide , or 

other gas , a number of times of ingress or egress into the 
Processing Facility which may change ambient conditions or 
other trackable data . 
[ 0195 ] Identification of Equipment 
[ 0196 ] Identification capabilities may be facilitated or 
improved for one or more of : structural aspects , machinery , 
equipment and utility support within the Processing Facility . 
This identification may take many forms through various 
means of query and communication , and may be facilitated 
through various hardware and / or software means . 
[ 0197 ] Non - limiting examples may include image based 
identification ; a device with some imaging means , including 
but not limited to a mobile device camera , tablet device 
camera , computer camera , security camera , or AR headset 
camera may image the equipment to be identified . Image 
recognition software may be used to identify the visualized 
equipment by its identifying features . Machine learning may 
be used to train systems using this software to identify 
specific features of the equipment in question . Other types of 
visual identifiers including but not limited to QR codes , may 
be used to visually identify equipment . 
[ 0198 ] An additional non - limiting example may include 
location based identification ; a device with some location 
means , including but not limited to GPS , internal dead 
reckoning , or other means , may be used to determine a 
location within a Processing Facility . Identifying informa 
tion for equipment at or near the measured location may be 
accessed for assessment , based on its proximity to the 
location based signal . 
[ 0199 ] An additional non - limiting example may also 
include direction based identification ; with a fixed location , 
or in tandem with a location means , a device may have 
capabilities to deduce orientation based information of the 
device . This orientation information may be used to deduce 
a direction that the device is pointing in . This direction based 
information may be used to indicate that the device is 
pointing to a specific piece of equipment that may be 
identified . 
[ 0200 ] An additional non - limiting example may also 
include As Built sensor and sensor generated experiential 
data based identification ; identifying information for various 
equipment may be stored and accessed within a database 
storing this information . This information may be accessed 
by various means by a user with certain qualification to that 
information . 
[ 0201 ] An additional non - limiting example may include 
tag based identification ; identifying information for various 
equipment may be accessed through proximity to many 
non - limiting examples of tagging capabilities , such as mag 
netic tags , bar code tags , or others . These tags may contain 
the information in question , or may reference the location of 
pertinent information to the owner , in order to convey this 
information to the owner . 
[ 0202 ] An additional non - limiting example , data aggrega 
tion may include sensors generating data that is associated 
with an IoT ( Internet of Things ) based identification . Various 
IoT devices ( or Sensors ) may include a digital storage , 
processor and transmitter for storing and conveying identi 
fying information . Upon request , an IoT device may relay 
identifying information of itself to a human with a commu 
nicating device , or to its neighbors . It may also possibly 
convey information received from and / or sent to other 
internet connected devices as well . 
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[ 0203 ] Data aggregated and stored for reference in calcu 
lation of Cost of Upkeep considered in a TOC and may 
include data related to some or all of : 

[ 0204 ] Documented items covered ; 
[ 0205 ] Long term warranty for Processing Facility / 
building ownership ; 

[ 0206 ] Items included in purchase price ; 
[ 0207 ] financed amounts ; 
[ 0208 ] Tax implications ; 
[ 0209 ] Capital value ; 
[ 0210 ] Ability to expand Processing Facility and / or 

structural features such as baths or kitchens ; 
[ 0211 ] Lateral dimensions ; 
[ 0212 ] Vertical dimensions ; 
[ 0213 ] Building support systems , 
[ 0214 ] Utilities ; 
[ 0215 ] Electric ; 
[ 0216 ] Water ; 
[ 0217 ] Discharge ; 
[ 0218 ] Aggregate Data ; 
[ 0219 ] Same Processing Facility ; 
[ 0220 ] Multiple similar facilities ; 
[ 0221 ] Disparate Processing Facility types ; 
[ 0222 ] Same geographic area ; 
[ 0223 ] Disparate geographic areas ; 
[ 0224 ] Locating Machine s and Equipment ; 
[ 0225 ) GPS ( may be used in combination with other 

location technologies ; 
[ 0226 ] Near field communication with reference point 

emitter in Processing Facility ; 
[ 0227 ] Wi - Fi : 
[ 0228 ] RFID ; 
[ 0229 ] Reflector tags ; 
[ 0230 ] “ Visual ” recognition identifiers , i.e. hash , bar 
code ; and 

[ 0231 ] Directional accelerometers in combination 
with visual recognition identifiers . 

[ 0232 ] As per the above listing , functionality may there 
fore include modeled and tracked Performance of a Process 
ing Facility and equipment contained within the Processing 
Facility , including consumables 233 used and timing of 
receipt and processing of consumables ; modeled and actual 
maintenance 232 , including quality of maintenance per 
formed ; equipment Performance including yields ; Consum 
ables 233 tracking may include a frequency of replacement 
and quantity of replaced consumables ; Utilities 234 tracking 
may include projected and actually units of energy con 
sumed . 

[ 0234 ] Additional events for scanning may occur during 
the construction process in order to capture accurate , three 
dimensional ( 3D ) “ as - built ” point cloud information . Point 
cloud may include an array of points determined from image 
capture and / or laser scanning or other data collection tech 
nique of As Built features . In some examples , captured data 
may be converted into a 3D model , and saved within a 
cloud - based data platform . 
[ 0235 ] In some examples other methods of capturing 
spatially accurate information may include the use of drones 
and optical scanning techniques which may include high 
resolution imagery obtained from multiple viewpoints . 
Scanning may be performed with light based methods such 
as a CCD camera . Other methods may include infrared , 
ultraviolet , acoustic , and magnetic and electric field map 
ping techniques may be utilized . 
[ 0236 ] Processing Facility related information may 
include physical features generally associated with an exte 
rior of a structure such as geo - location , elevation , surround 
ing trees and large landscaping features , underground utility 
locations ( such as power , water , sewer , sprinkler system , and 
many other possible underground utility features ) , paving , 
and pool or patio areas . Processing Facility related infor 
mation may also include features generally related to a 
structure such as underground plumbing locations , stud 
locations , electrical conduit and wiring , vertical plumbing 
piping , and HVAC systems or other duct work . The acqui 
sition of the data may allow the model system to accurately 
locate these interior and exterior features . Acquisition of As 
Built data during different points of the construction comple 
tion allows measurements to be taken prior to aspects 
involved in a measurement process being concealed by 
concrete , sheetrock or other various building materials . 
[ 0237 ] Data is acquired that is descriptive of actual physi 
cal features as the features are built and converted into a 3D 
model which may be referred to as the “ As Built ” model . 
The As Built model will include “ key components ” of the 
structure and be provided with a level of artificial intelli 
gence that fully describes the key component . In some 
embodiments , the As Built model may be compared to a 
design model . In some implementations “ intelligent param 
eters ” are associated with key components within the 3D 
model . For example , key components and associated infor 
mation may further be associated with intelligent param 
eters . Intelligent parameters for the key components may 
include the manufacturer , model number , features , options , 
operational parameters , whether or not an option is installed 
( and if so , its features and dimensions ) , any hardware 
associated with the key component ( and its manufacturer 
and serial number ) , an owner's manual and service contract 
information , as non - limiting examples . Intelligent param 
eters associated with a functional key component such as , 
HVAC Equipment , may include the manufacturer , model 
number , capacity , efficiency rating , serial number , warranty 
start date , motor size , SEER rating , an owner's manual 
associated with the equipment , and service contract infor 
mation . 
[ 0238 ] Key components of the structure may have an 
identification device such as a two or three dimensional 
graphical code ( such as a QR code label ) a Radio Frequency 
Identification Chip ( RFID ) attached that is accessible to a 
user , such as a structure owner , structure builder or service 
technician . When scanned with an apparatus capable of 
reading the code , a user interface on a display of various 

3D Scanning & Model Development 
[ 0233 ] In one aspect of the present invention data related 
to the position and identity of substantial elements of a 
Processing Facility are first designed and then recorded in 
their actual placement and installation . This may include 
locations of building features , such as beams , walls , elec 
trical junctions , plumbing and etc. as the structure is 
designed and constructed . As part of the Processing Facility 
model , laser scanning may be performed on site at various 
disparate times during construction . An initial scan may 
provide general information relating to the location of the 
structure in relationship to elements on the property such as 
roadways , utilizes such as electricity , water , gas and sewer 
to identify non - limiting examples . 
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customized components may be labeled and delivered to 
site , in an appropriate sequence , for assembly by carpenters . 
This may contribute to a minimization of waste at the 
worksite , as well as provide a work product that is entirely 
consistent with a pre - determined model which may have 
approved changes that are tracked . The result may improve 
the quality of the work product , and make it easier to 
generate the measured point - cloud 3D model . 

Performance Tracking 

types , such as a tablet , may use the associated identification , 
such as a QR code , to provide direct access to related 
information . In some examples , the display may show 
textual or tabular representations of related data . 
[ 0239 ] In other examples , graphical data such as images , 
drawings , and the like may be displayed . In still further 
examples , both graphical and textual displays may be asso 
ciated with the code . Although a QR code may provide an 
example , other identification technologies such as radio 
frequency ID , Internet of things ( IoT ) communication pro 
tocols with associated stored information , and other devices 
that can receive a signal and respond with stored information 
may be used . As well , numerous other types of graphical 
codes in addition to QR code may be read by a device and 
provide a connection between a key component , machinery , 
location and other identified aspect and associated data . In 
some examples , an image based code may be displayed 
using paints or pigments which are not visible to the human 
eye , such as in a non - limiting example ultraviolet pigments . 
In some other examples , a paint or pigment may not be 
visible until it is made to emit visible light by irradiating it 
with a particular band of electromagnetic radiation , such as , 
for example , ultraviolet light . 
[ 0240 ] In some examples , key components may include 
doors , windows , masonry , roofing materials , insulation , 
HVAC equipment and machinery . 
[ 0241 ] An automated Commercial Design and Monitoring 
( “ RDM ” ) system may support dynamic updating of tracked 
aspects . For example , as a structure owner acquires new or 
additional key components , such as machinery , HVAC , 
plumbing additions , key components may be added into the 
As Built model and the key components may be tracked as 
a part of the model . Other aspects may be dynamically 
updated such as when additions are made to the building 
structure or rebuilding of internal structure is made as 
non - limiting examples . 
[ 0242 ] Since the As Built model includes information in a 
database and dynamic model functionality exists that com 
mences as a building structure is being constructed , the 
model may assume new support aspects to the construction 
process itself . For example , a benefit from the definition and 
utilization of many components within a Processing Facility 
utilizing the system herein includes the ability to pre - cut 
and / or pre - fabricate studs and framing , roofing cuts , 
masonry , under - slab plumbing , HVAC ductwork , electrical , 
and other such components . The dimensions of these various 
components may be dynamically updated based on an 
original model that may be compared to actual fabricated 
structure as realized on a building site . In some examples a 
structure builder may use a display interface associated with 
the system and model to display a comparison of an original 
set of building plans to a current structure at a point in time 
which may allow the builder to authorize any structural 
changes or variances to design and thereafter allow the 
description of following components to be dynamically 
adjusted as appropriate . The system may be of further utility 
to support various inspections that may occur during a 
building project which may associate detected variances 
with design expert review and approval . An inspector may 
be able to utilize the system as allowed on site or operate a 
window into the system from a remote location such as his 
office . 
[ 0243 ] As the system is utilized during construction , 
orders for customized components may be placed . These 

[ 0244 ] In another aspect , the AVM system can autono 
mously and / or interactively obtain , store and process data 
that is provided to it by components of the Processing 
Facility as the structure is built , installed or additions are 
made to the structure . The generation , modeling , capture , 
use , and retention of data relating to Performances in spe 
cific equipment or in some cases aspects relating to the 
design of a facility , may be monitored by the system . 
[ 0245 ] In some examples , Operational Performance may 
be assessed by processing sampled data with algorithms of 
various kinds . Feedback of the status of operation and of the 
structure as a whole or in part , as assessed by algorithmic 
analysis may be made to a structure owner or a structure 
builder . In addition , a variety of data points gathered via 
appropriate Sensors , visual and sound data may be recorded 
and stored and correlated to 3D models of the facility . 
Experiential Sensor readings may include , by way of non 
limiting example : temperature , power usage , utilities used , 
consumables , product throughput , equipment settings , and 
equipment Performance measurement , visual and audible 
data . Techniques to record data points may involve the use 
of one or more of : electronic Sensors , electro - mechanical 
Sensors , CCD capture devices , automated inspection equip 
ment , video camera arrays and audio microphones and 
arrays of audio microphones for the capture and processing 
of data that may be used to generate visualizations of actual 
conditions , either on site or at a remote location . In addition , 
data may be collected , retained , analyzed , and referenced to 
project facility Performance . 
[ 0246 ] In some examples , data may also be combined with 
manufacturer equipment specifications and historical data to 
model expectations related to actual operation of the struc 
ture and property aspects . 

Virtual Maintenance Support 
[ 0247 ] A 3D model of structure , such as a commercial 
structure , which may be integrated with information related 
to the key components and laser scanned location informa 
tion , may be made available to the structure owner / structure 
builder through a computer , an iPad or tablet , or smart 
device . The resulting system may be useful to support virtual 
maintenance support . 
[ 0248 ] The three dimensional model may support 
enhancement to the two dimensional views that are typical 
of paper based drawings . Although three dimensional ren 
derings are within the scope of information delivered in 
paper format , a three dimensional electronic model may 
render dynamic views from a three dimensional perspective . 
In some examples , the viewing may performed with viewing 
apparatus that allows for a virtual reality viewing . 
[ 0249 ] In some examples , a viewing apparatus , such as a 
tablet or a virtual reality headset , may include orienting 
features that allow a user such as a structure owner , structure 
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builder , inspector , engineer , designer or the like to view 
aspects of a model based upon a location , a direction , a 
height and an angle of view . A current view may be 
supplemented with various other information relating to 
features presented in the view . In some examples , the 
interface may be accessible through a virtual reality headset , 
computer , or mobile device ( such as an iPad , tablet , or 
phone ) , as non - limiting examples . Utilizing a device 
equipped with an accelerometer , such as a virtual reality 
headset or mobile device , as non - limiting examples , a view 
able section of the model may be displayed through the 
viewing medium ( whether on a screen , or through a viewing 
lens ) , where the viewer's perspective changes as the accel 
erometer equipped device moves , allowing them to change 
their view of the model . The viewer's Vantage Point may 
also be adjusted , through a certain user input method , or by 
physical movement of the user , as non - limiting examples . 
[ 0250 ] The presented view may be supplemented with 
" hidden information ” , which may include for example , 
depictions of features that were scanned before walls were 
installed including pipes , conduits , ductwork and the like . 
Locations of beams , headers , studs and building structure 
may be depicted . In some examples , depiction in a view may 
include a superposition of an engineering drawing with a 
designed location , in other examples images of an actual 
structure may be superimposed upon the image based upon 
As Built scans or other recordations . 
[ 0251 ] In a dynamic sense , display may be used to support 
viewing of hypothetical conditions such as rerouted utilities , 
and rebuild walls and other such structure . In some 
examples , graphical or text based data may be superimposed 
over an image and be used to indicate specifications , Per 
formance aspects , or other information not related to loca 
tion , shape and size of features in the image . 
[ 0252 ] As presented above , an image may allow for a user 
to “ see through walls ” as the augmented reality viewing 
device simulates a section of a model associated with a space 
displayed via the virtual reality viewing device . The view 
er's perspective may change as an accelerometer in the 
virtual reality viewing device moves . A user may also 
change a view of the AVM , to include different layers of data 
available in the AVM . The viewer's Vantage Point may also 
be adjusted by moving about a physical space that is 
represented by the model . To achieve this , it may be possible 
to incorporate positioning hardware directly into a building 
represented by the virtual model . The positioning hardware 
may interface with an augmented reality device for posi 
tioning data to accurately determine the viewing device's 
orientation and location with millimeter precision . The posi 
tioning hardware may include , for example a radio trans 
mitter associated with a reference position and height . 
Altitude is differentiated from height unless specifically 
referenced since the relative height is typically more impor 
tant . 
[ 0253 ] Accordingly , a user may access the AVM on site 
and hold up a smart device , such as an iPad or other tablet , 
and use the smart device to generate a view inside a wall in 
front of which the smart device is positioned , based upon the 
AVM and the location , height and direction of the smart 
device position . 
[ 0254 ] In some examples , through the use of an aug 
mented reality device , it may also be possible to view data , 
such as user manuals , etc. of associated devices in the view 
of a user , simply by looking at them in the viewing interface . 

In other examples , there may be interactive means to select 
what information is presented on the view . 
[ 0255 ] Various electronic based devices implementing of 
the present invention may also be viewed in a virtual reality 
environment without accelerometer such as a laptop or 
personal computer . A viewable section of a model may be 
displayed on a Graphical User Interface ( GUI ) and the 
viewer's Vantage Point may be adjusted , through a user 
input device . 
[ 0256 ] The ability to track machinery and other compo 
nents of a commercial system and store the components 
associated information , such as , for example user manuals 
and product specifications and part numbers , may allow for 
much more efficient use and maintenance of the components 
included within a structure . As well , the system model may 
also maintain structure owner manuals and warranties and 
eliminate the need for storage and tracking of hard copy 
manuals . 
[ 0257 ] In a non - limiting example , if a structure owner / 
structure builder desires information related to an machin 
ery , it may be found by positioning a device with a location 
determining the device within it in proximity to the machin 
ery and accessing the parallel model in the Virtual Process 
ing Facility such as by clicking on the machinery in the 
Virtual Processing Facility model or by scanning the Code 
label attached to machinery . In some examples , an internet 
of things equipped machine may have the ability to pair with 
a user's viewing screen and allow the system model to look 
up and display various information . Thus , the user may have 
access to various intelligent parameters associated with that 
machinery such as service records , a manual , service con 
tract information , warranty information , consumables rec 
ommended for use such as detergents , installation related 
information , power hooked up and the like . 
[ 0258 ] In some examples , an AVM system may include 
interfaces of various kinds to components of the commercial 
system . Sensors and other operational parameter detection 
apparatus may provide a routine feedback of information to 
the model system . Therefore , by processing the data - stream 
with various algorithms autonomous characterization of 
operating condition may be made . Therefore , the AVM 
system may provide a user with alerts when anomalies in 
system Performance are recognized . In some examples , 
standard structure maintenance requirements may be sensed 
or tracked based on usage and / or time and either notification 
or in some cases scheduling of a service call may be made . 
In some examples , the alert may be sent via text , email , or 
both . The structure user may , accordingly , log back into the 
Virtual Processing Facility to indicate completion of a 
maintenance task ; or as appropriate a vendor of such service 
or maintenance may indicate a nature and completion of 
work performed . 
[ 0259 ] By detecting operational status , a Virtual Process 
ing Facility may take additional autonomous steps to support 
optimal operation of a commercial system . A Virtual Pro 
cessing Facility may take steps to order and facilitate 
shipping of anticipated parts needed for a scheduled main 
tenance ahead of a scheduled date for a maintenance event 
( for example , shipping a filter ahead of time so the filter 
arrives prior to the date it is scheduled to be changed ) . In 
another example , a Virtual Processing Facility may recall 
notes from an Original Equipment Manufacturer ( OEM ) that 
could be communicated to a user through the Virtual Pro 
cessing Facility . In still further examples , a Virtual Process 
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ing Facility may support a user involved in a real estate 
transaction by quantifying service records and Performance 
of a real property . 
[ 0260 ] In still another aspect the AVM may establish a 
standard maintenance and warranty program based on 
manufacturers published data and the ability to advise 
structure owners of upcoming needs and / or requirements . In 
other examples , the model system may facilitate allowing 
for structure builders , rental companies , or maintenance 
companies to consolidate information for volume discounts 
on parts or maintenance items . The model system may also 
facilitate minimizing unnecessary time expenditure for 
structure builders hoping to minimize needless service calls 
for warranty issues , and allowing structure builders and 
rental companies attempting to sell a structure or a rental to 
demonstrate that care has been taken to maintain a structure . 
[ 0261 ] Benefits derived from monitoring and tracking 
maintenance with a Virtual Processing Facility may include 
positively reassuring and educating lenders and / or lien hold 
ers that their investment is being properly cared for . In 
addition , insurance companies may use access to a Virtual 
Processing Facility to provide factual support that their risk 
is properly managed . In some examples , a data record in a 
Virtual Processing Facility model system and how an owner 
has cared for their commercial facility may be used by 
insurance companies or lenders to ensure that good care is 
being taken . Maintenance records demonstrating defined 
criteria may allow insurance companies to offer a structure 
owner policy discount , such as , for example , installation of 
an alarm system . Additionally , access to a Virtual Processing 
Facility may allow municipalities and utilities to use the info 
for accurate metering of utility usage without having to 
manually check ; and peaks in utility demand may be more 
accurately anticipated . 
[ 0262 ] In some examples , Virtual Processing Facility may 
also be used to assist with structure improvement projects of 
various types . In some examples , the structure improvement 
projects may include support for building larger additions 
and modifications , implementing landscaping projects . 
Smaller projects may also be assisted , including in a non 
limiting example such a project as hanging a picture , which 
may be made safer and easier with the 3D “ as - built ” point 
cloud information . Hidden water piping , electrical conduits , 
wiring , and the like may be located , or virtually " uncov 
ered ” , based on the model database . 

nation of these numerous system monitors may allow for a 
fuller picture of the efficiency of operations of various 
systems . 
[ 0264 ] Use of the Virtual Processing Facility , which may 
include data values contributed from communication of data 
from the various monitoring systems , may allow owners to 
receive periodic reports , such as in a non - limiting sense 
monthly emails which may show their current total energy 
consumption as well as a breakdown of what key compo 
nents are contributing to the current total energy consump 
tion . 
[ 0265 ] The systems presented herein may be used by 
owners and facility managers to make decisions that may 
improve the cost effectiveness of the commercial system . An 
additional service for Owners may allow the structure owner 
to tap into energy saving options as their structure ages . As 
an example , if a more efficient HVAC system comes on the 
market , which may include perhaps a new technology node , 
the user may receive a “ Savings Alert ” . Such an alert may 
provide an estimated energy savings of the recommended 
modification along with an estimate of the cost of the new 
system . These estimates may be used to generate a report to 
the owner of an estimated associated return - on - investment 
or estimated payback period should the structure owner elect 
to replace their HVAC system . 
[ 0266 ] In some examples , a AVM of a Virtual Processing 
Facility may set a threshold value for the required ROI 
above which they may be interested in receiving such an 
alert with that ROI is achieved . This information will be 
based on data derived from actual operating conditions and 
actual historical usage as well as current industry informa 
tion . Predictive maintenance and energy savings to key 
systems via Smart Structure Total Cost of Ownership 
( “ TCO ” ) branded Sensors . 
Aggregating Data from Multiple Residences 
[ 0267 ] With the ability to collect and utilize relevant 
structure information with the model system , the aggrega 
tion of data and efficiency experience from numerous com 
mercial systems may allow for analysis of optimization 
schemes for various devices , machinery and other structure 
components that includes real installed location experience . 
Analysis from the aggregated data may be used to provide 
feedback to equipment manufacturers , building materials 
fabricators and such suppliers . 
[ 0268 ] In some examples , business models may include providing anonymous and aggregated data to original equip 
ment manufacturers as a service model to give the OEMS an 
ability to utilize more data to monitor and improve their 
products . In some examples , OEM advertising may be 
afforded access through the model system . Manufacturers 
may have an additional side benefit motivating the use of 
this data related to improving their equipment cost effectives 
and reliability in order to minimize warranty cost . Such 
optimized Performance may also provide benefits to both 
structure owners and builders to support their ability to track 
actual warranty information , power cost , and overall Per 
formance of a structure . 
[ 0269 ] Methods and Apparatus 
[ 0270 ] Referring to FIGS . 3A - 3F , an illustration of the 
collection of data by scanning a facility during its construc 
tion is provided . In FIG . 3A , a depiction of a site for building 
a facility structure is illustrated . The depiction may represent 
an image that may be seen from above the site . Indications 
of property boundaries such as corners 301 and property 

Optimization of Commercial Facilities 

[ 0263 ] During construction of a structure corresponding to 
a Virtual Processing Facility , discrete features of the As Built 
structure may be identified via an identification device such 
as an IoT device or a QR code label . The ID device may be 
integrated to the feature or added during the build scope . 
Performance monitors may also be simultaneously installed 
to allow monitoring of Key Performance Indicators ( KPIs ) 
for selected features . In an example , an HVAC system may 
be added to a commercial facility during construction and a 
simultaneously a Performance monitor may be added to the 
HVAC system . The Performance monitor may be used to 
monitor various KPIs for an HVAC system . These KPIs may 
include outdoor air temperature , discharge air temperature , 
discharge air volume , electrical current , and the like . Similar 
monitoring capabilities may be installed to all machinery 
and utilities systems in a commercial facility . The combi 
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may be 

boarders 302 are represented and may be determined based 
on site scanning with property markings from site surveys or 
may be entered based on global coordinates for the property 
lines . An excavated location 303 may be marked out . 
Roadways , parking and / or loading areas 304 may be located . 
Buried utilities such as buried telephone 305 , buried electric 
306 , buried water and sewer 307 are located in the model as 
illustrated . In some examples , such other site service as a 
buried sprinkler system 308 may also be located . 
[ 0271 ] Referring to FIG . 3B the excavated location 303 
may be scanned or imaged to determine the location of 
foundation elements . In some non - limiting examples , a 
foundational footing 321 along with buried utilities 322 is 
illustrated . The buried utilities may include such utilities as 
electric lines , water supply whether from a utility or a well 
on location , sewer or septic system lines , telecommunica 
tions lines such as telephone , cable and internet . Other 
footing elements 323 may be located at structural requiring 
locations as they are built . In some examples a scanning 
system may provide the locational orientation relative to site 
orientation markings . In other examples , aerial imagery such 
as may be obtained with a drone may be used to convert 
features to accurate location imagery . 
[ 0272 ] Referring to FIG . 3C a wall 331 of the Processing 
Facility in the process of build is illustrated . The structure 
may be scanned by a scanning element 330. In some 
examples , a laser three dimensional scanner may be used . 
The wall may have supporting features like top plates 333 , 
headers 336 , studs 332 , as well as internal items such as 
pipes 334 , electrical conduits and wires 335. There may be 
numerous other types of features within walls that 
scanned as they occur such as air ducts , data cables , video 
cables , telephone cables , and the like . 
[ 0273 ] Referring to FIG . 3D the wall may be completed 
with structure components behind wall facing 340 may no 
longer be visible . Electrical outlets 341 and door structures 
342 may be scanned by a scanning element 330 . 
[ 0274 ] Referring to FIG . 3E internal components such as 
machinery may be installed . As a non - limiting example , a 
machine 350 may be installed and the resulting three dimen 
sional profiles may be scanned by a scanning element 330 . 
In some examples , an operational monitor 351 may be 
attached to the machinery . In some examples , an operational 
monitor may be part of the machinery . The operational 
monitor may have the ability to communicate 352 data to 
various receivers that may be connected to the model system 
of the residence . In some examples , key structural compo 
nents , such as doors , may have identifying devices such as 
a QR label 353. The label may be visible or painted into the 
structure with non - visible paint . The identifying devices 
may provide information related to the device itself and 
warrantees of the device as non - limiting examples . 
[ 0275 ] The model may include the various structure ele 
ments hidden and visible and may be used to create output 
to a display system of a user . Referring to FIG . 3F an 
example display is illustrated . The various non - visible layers 
may be shown by rendering the covering layers with a 
transparency . Thus the display shows the machine profile 
350 as well as the internal features that may be concealed 
like pipes 334 , electrical conduits with wires 335 , and 
headers 336 as examples . 
[ 0276 ] Referring to FIG . 3G , an illustration of feedback of 
the model system is illustrated . A wall that has been scanned 
with an HVAC unit 360 may include a Performance Monitor 

351 which may communication various information wire 
lessly 352. The communication may be received at an 
antenna 370 of a router 371 within the commercial facility . 
The commercial facility may be interconnected through the 
internet 372 to a web located server 373 which processes the 
communication . The web located server 373 also can 
include the various model data about the commercial facility 
and it can provide composite displays that can summarize 
the structure as well as the operational Performance of the 
HVAC unit 360. It may aggregate the various data into 
textual and graphic reports . In some examples it may com 
municate these reports back through internet connections . In 
other examples , wireless Smart Device communications 
may be sent to cellular towers 374 which may transmit 375 
to a Smart Device 376 of a user associated with the com 
mercial facility . 
[ 0277 ] Referring to FIG . 3H an illustration of a virtual 
reality display in concert with the present invention is 
illustrated . A machinery 350 of the commercial facility may 
communicate information to the model server . A user 380 
may receive may an integrated communication from the 
server . The resulting communication may be provided to a 
virtual reality headset 381. The virtual reality headset may 
provide a display 382 to the user that provides a three 
dimensional view of the physical data as well as simulated 
imagery that may allow views through objects to hidden 
elements behind the object . As well , a heads up type display 
of information about an object may be superimposed . 
[ 0278 ] Referring now to FIG . 4A , method steps that may 
be implemented in some embodiments of the present inven 
tion are illustrated . At method step 401 , Deployment aspects 
may be specified for a Processing Facility and incorporated 
into a virtual model , such as an AVM discussed above . 
Deployment aspects may include for example , a purpose for 
an As Built structure that is built based of the AVM . The 
purpose may include , by way of non - limiting example , one 
or more of manufacturing , processing , data processing , 
health care , research , assembly , shipping and receiving , 
prototyping and the like . 
[ 0279 ] Deployment aspects may also include a level of 
use , such continual , shift schedule or periodic . A climate in 
which the structure will be placed may also be considered in 
the Deployment aspects . Climate may include one or more 
of : four seasons ; primarily winter ; tropical , desert ; exposed 
to salt air ; and other environmental factors . 
[ 0280 ] At method step 402 , a virtual model , such as an 
AVM is digitally created according to the Deployment 
aspects of the model . The AVM may include improvements 
to a real estate parcel and a structure that will be placed on 
the real estate parcel , as well as where a structure may be 
located upon the parcel . 
[ 0281 ] At method step 403 , Performance aspects of 
machinery that may be included in the AVM may be digitally 
modeled and may include a level of use of the machinery 
and an expected satisfaction of the machinery as deployed 
according to the Deployment aspects . Maintenance expec 
tations , including a number of repair calls and a preventive 
maintenance schedule may also be modeled and associated 
costs . 
[ 0282 ] At method step 404 , Performance aspects of equip 
ment that may be included in the AVM may be digitally 
modeled and may include a level of use of the equipment 
and an expected satisfaction of the machinery as deployed 
according to the Deployment aspects . Maintenance expec 
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tations , including a number of repair calls and a preventive 
maintenance schedule may also be modeled and associated 
costs . 
[ 0283 ] At method step 405 , As Built aspects of a structure 
are recorded as discussed herein , preferably recordation of 
As Built aspects begins as construction begins and continues 
throughout the existence of the structure . 
[ 0284 ] At method step 406 , the physical structure may be 
identified via a location . A physical location may include , for 
example , Cartesian Coordinates , such as Latitude and Lon 
gitude coordinates , GPS coordinates , or other verifiable set 
of location parameters . In addition , more exact location 
specifications may include survey designations . 
[ 0285 ] At method step 407 , a position within or proximate 
to the Processing Facility may be determined via positioning 
identifiers . The position within or proximate to the Process 
ing Facility may be determined . 
[ 0286 ] At method step 408 , an AVM may be identified and 
accessed via the physical location . Once an appropriate 
AVM is accessed , a particular portion of the AVM may be 
presented via a GUI based upon the position within the 
Processing Facility ( or proximate to the Processing Facility ) 
and a direction , height and angle of view . The position may 
be determined relative to location identifiers . Height may be 
determined via electronic devices , such as a smart device , or 
via triangulation referencing the location identifiers ( loca 
tions identifiers are discussed more fully above and below ) . 
[ 0287 ] At method step 409 an update may be made to a 
physical Processing Facility and at method step 410 , the 
update to the physical structure may be recorded and 
reflected in the AVM . 
[ 0288 ] Referring to FIG . 4B , a method flow diagram for 
commercial monitoring and maintenance is illustrated . At 
411 a user may obtain a scanning device or devices that may 
scan a building site . At 412 , the user or a service of the user 
may mark property boundaries of the commercial site . At 
413 , work on the commercial site may continue with the 
excavation of a building base and the laying down of utilities 
and other buried services . At 414 , the scanning device is 
used to scan the location of the various aspects of the 
building site . At 415 , work may continue with the laying of 
footings and foundations and other such foundational build 
ing activities . At 416 , scanning of the footings and founda 
tions may be accomplished . At 417 , a commercial structure 
may be framed and features such as pipe conduit , electrical 
wiring communications wiring and the like may be added . 
At 418 , the building site may again be scanned to locate the 
various elements . The framing of the residence may com 
mence along with running of pipe , wiring , conduits , ducts 
and various other items that are located within wall struc 
tures . Before coverings are placed on walls , the framed 
structure may be scanned at 418. Thereafter , the framed 
structure may be enclosed with walls 419 . 
[ 0289 ] Referring to FIG . 4C a method flow diagram for 
commercial structure monitoring and maintenance is illus 
trated . In this flow diagram , a Processing Facility may 
already be built and may have various data layers already 
located in the model system . At 421 , machinery may be 
added to the Processing Facility . At 422 , an ID tag , or a QR 
tag , or and RFID tag or an internet of things device may be 
associated with the machinery and may be programmed into 
the model system . At 423 , the model system may be inter 
faced to the machinery ID and into the Processing Facility 
model . At 424 , a scanning step may be used to input three 

dimensional structure data at the installed location into the 
model system . At 425 , an operational monitor function of 
the device may be added or activated . At 426 , operational 
data may be transferred from the operational monitor to the 
server with the Processing Facility model . 
[ 0290 ] At 427 , algorithms running on a server of the 
model system may determine an operational improvement 
opportunity based on calculations performed on the data 
from the operational monitor . At 428 a user may query the 
operational data of the machinery for information on its 
warranty . At 429 , the model system may initiate an order for 
a service part and may schedule a service visit to make a 
repair based upon analysis of the operational data . The 
various steps outlined in the processing flow may be per 
formed in different orders . In some examples additional 
steps may be performed . In some examples , some steps may 
not be performed . 
[ 0291 ] In some embodiments , the present invention 
includes a method of tracking attainment of a stated Perfor 
mance Level relating to a Processing Facility , including : a ) 
determining a geographic position of a Processing Facility 
via a global positioning system device in a smart device 
proximate to the Processing Facility ; b ) identifying a digital 
model of the Processing Facility based upon the geographic 
position of the Processing Facility , the digital model com 
prising virtual representation of structural components 
included in the Processing Facility ; c ) referencing multiple 
positioning reference devices within the Processing Facility ; 
d ) measuring a distance to at least three of the multiple 
positioning reference devices from a point of measurement ; 
e ) calculating a position within the Processing Facility , the 
calculation based upon a relative distance of the at least three 
positioning reference devices to the point of measurement 
and a triangulation calculation ; f ) calculating an elevation of 
the point of measurement ; g ) measuring a first state within 
the Processing Facility with a sensor ; h ) specifying a loca 
tion of the first state within the Processing Facility via 
reference to the position of the point of measurement and the 
elevation of the point of measurement ; i ) recording a first 
time designation for the step of measuring a first state within 
the Processing Facility with a sensor ; and i ) correlating the 
first state within the Processing Facility and the first time 
designation attainment of the stated Performance Level . 
[ 0292 ] The geographic position may be calculated with a 
GPS reading from within the Processing Facility . Measuring 
a distance to the at least three of the positioning reference 
devices may include , one or more of : relative signal strength 
received from wireless transmissions emanating from the at 
least three positioning reference devices ; time of arrival of 
radio signals of wireless transmissions emanating from the 
at least three positioning reference devices measuring a 
distance to the at least three positioning reference devices 
comprises time difference of arrival of radio signals of 
wireless transmissions emanating from the at least three 
reference positioning devices . 
[ 0293 ] The above steps may be repeated for at least a 
second state and a second time designation , and in preferred 
embodiments multiple more states and time designations . 
[ 0294 ] A state may include , for example , one or more of : 
a vibration measured with an accelerometer ; a temperature 
of at least a portion of the structure ; an electrical current 
measurement to equipment installed in the Processing Facil 
ity , a number of cycles of operation of equipment installed 
in the Processing Facility ; a number of cycles of operation 
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of an machinery installed in the Processing Facility ; an 
electrical current measurement to an machinery installed in 
the Processing Facility ; a vibration associated with move 
ment of an occupant of the Processing Facility . 
[ 0295 ] A vibration pattern may be associated with a spe 
cific occupant and tracking the movement of the specific 
occupant through the structure may be based upon measured 
vibration patterns . Similarly , a vibration pattern may be 
associated with a particular activity of a specific occupant 
and the activity of the specific occupant may be tracked 
within the structure based upon measured vibration patterns . 
[ 0296 ] A Performance Level may include one or more of : 
operating the Processing Facility for a term of years within 
a threshold use of energy ; operating the Processing Facility 
for a term of years within a threshold number of repairs ; and 
operating the Processing Facility for a term of years within 
a threshold budgetary cost . 
[ 0297 ] FIG . 5 illustrates location and positioning identi 
fiers 501-504 that may be deployed in a Processing Facility 
according to some embodiments of the present invention to 
determine a user position 500 within or proximate to the 
Processing Facility 505. Positioning identifiers may include 
a device that is fixed in a certain location and may be used 
to determine via calculation a position of a user with a tablet , 
smart phone or other network access device able to recog 
nize the position identifiers . The position identifiers 501-504 
may include devices , such as , for example , a radio trans 
mitter , a light beacon , or an image recognizable device . A 
radio transmitter may include a router or other WiFi device . 
In some embodiments , a position identifier may include a 
WiFi router that additionally provides access to a distributed 
network , such as the Internet . Cartesian Coordinates , such as 
a GPS position 506 , may be utilized to locate and identify 
the Processing Facility 506 . 
[ 0298 ] A precise location may be determined via triangu 
lation based upon a measured distance from three 501-503 
or more position identifiers 501-504 . For example a radio 
transmission or light signal may be measured and compared 
from the three reference position identifiers 501-503 . Other 
embodiments may include a device recognizable via image 
analysis and a camera or other Image Capture Device , such 
as a CCD device , may capture an image of three or more 
position identifiers 501-504 . Image analysis may recognize 
the identification of each of three or more of the position 
identifiers 501-504 and a size ratio of the respective image 
captured position identifiers 501-504 may be utilized to 
calculate a precise position . Similarly , a height designation 
may be made via triangulation using the position identifiers 
as reference to a known height or a reference height . 
[ 0299 ] Referring now to FIG . 6 an automated controller is 
illustrated that may be used to implement various aspects of 
the present invention , in various embodiments , and for 
various aspects of the present invention , controller 600 may 
be included in one or more of : a wireless tablet or handheld 
device , a server , a rack mounted processor unit . The con 
troller may be included in one or more of the apparatus 
described above , such as a Server , and a Network Access 
Device . The controller 600 includes a processor unit 620 , 
such as one or more semiconductor based processors , 
coupled to a communication device 610 configured to com 
municate via a communication network ( not shown in FIG . 
6 ) . The communication device 610 may be used to commu 
nicate , for example , with one or more online devices , such 
as a personal computer , laptop , or a handheld device . 

[ 0300 ] The processor 620 is also in communication with a 
storage device 630. The storage device 630 may comprise 
any appropriate information storage device , including com 
binations of magnetic storage devices ( e.g. , magnetic tape 
and hard disk drives ) , optical storage devices , and / or semi 
conductor memory devices such as Random Access Memory 
( RAM ) devices and Read Only Memory ( ROM ) devices . 
[ 0301 ] The storage device 630 can store a software pro 
gram 640 with executable logic for controlling the processor 
620. The processor 620 performs instructions of the software 
program 640 , and thereby operates in accordance with the 
present invention . The processor 620 may also cause the 
communication device 610 to transmit information , includ 
ing , in some instances , control commands to operate appa 
ratus to implement the processes described above . The 
storage device 630 can additionally store related data in a 
database 650 and database 660 , as needed . 
[ 0302 ] Referring now to FIG . 7 , a block diagram of an 
exemplary mobile device 702. The mobile device 702 com 
prises an optical capture device 708 to capture an image and 
convert it to machine - compatible data , and an optical path 
706 , typically a lens , an aperture or an image conduit to 
convey the image from the rendered document to the optical 
capture device 708. The optical capture device 708 may 
incorporate a Charge - Coupled Device ( CCD ) , a Comple 
mentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor ( CMOS ) imaging 
device , or an optical Sensor 724 of another type . 
[ 0303 ] A microphone 710 and associated circuitry may 
convert the sound of the environment , including spoken 
words , into machine - compatible signals . Input facilities may 
exist in the form of buttons , scroll wheels , or other tactile 
Sensors such as touch - pads . In some embodiments , input 
facilities may include a touchscreen display . 
[ 0304 ] Visual feedback to the user is possible through a 
visual display , touchscreen display , or indicator lights . 
Audible feedback 734 may come from a loudspeaker or 
other audio transducer . Tactile feedback may come from a 
vibrate module 736 . 
[ 0305 ] A motion Sensor 738 and associated circuitry con 
vert the motion of the mobile device 702 into machine 
compatible signals . The motion Sensor 738 may comprise an 
accelerometer that may be used to sense measurable physi 
cal acceleration , orientation , vibration , and other move 
ments . In some embodiments , motion Sensor 738 may 
include a gyroscope or other device to sense different 
motions . 
[ 0306 ] A location Sensor 740 and associated circuitry may 
be used to determine the location of the device . The location 
Sensor 740 may detect Global Position System ( GPS ) radio 
signals from satellites or may also use assisted GPS where 
the mobile device may use a cellular network to decrease the 
time necessary to determine location . In some embodiments , 
the location Sensor 740 may use radio waves to determine 
the distance from known radio sources such as cellular 
towers to determine the location of the mobile device 702 . 
In some embodiments these radio signals may be used in 
addition to GPS . 
[ 0307 ] The mobile device 702 comprises logic 726 to 
interact with the various other components , possibly pro 
cessing the received signals into different formats and / or 
interpretations . Logic 726 may be operable to read and write 
data and program instructions stored in associated storage or 
memory 730 such as RAM , ROM , flash , or other suitable 
memory . It may read a time signal from the clock unit 728 . 
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In some embodiments , the mobile device 702 may have an 
on - board power supply 732. In other embodiments , the 
mobile device 702 may be powered from a tethered con 
nection to another device , such as a Universal Serial Bus 
( USB ) connection . 
[ 0308 ] The mobile device 702 also includes a network 
interface 716 to communicate data to a network and / or an 
associated computing device . Network interface 716 may 
provide two - way data communication . For example , net 
work interface 716 may operate according to the internet 
protocol . As another example , network interface 716 may be 
a local area network ( LAN ) card allowing a data commu 
nication connection to a compatible LAN . As another 
example , network interface 716 may be a cellular antenna 
and associated circuitry which may allow the mobile device 
to communicate over standard wireless data communication 
networks . In some implementations , network interface 716 
may include a Universal Serial Bus ( USB ) to supply power 
or transmit data . In some embodiments other wireless links 
may also be implemented . 
[ 0309 ] As an example of one use of mobile device 702 , a 
reader may scan some coded information from a location 
marker in a facility with the mobile device 702. The coded 
information may include for example a hash code , bar code , 
RFID or other data storage device . In some embodiments , 
the scan may include a bit - mapped image via the optical 
capture device 708. Logic 726 causes the bit - mapped image 
to be stored in memory 730 with an associated time - stamp 
read from the clock unit 728. Logic 726 may also perform 
optical character recognition ( OCR ) or other post - scan pro 
cessing on the bit - mapped image to convert it to text . Logic 
726 may optionally extract a signature from the image , for 
example by performing a convolution - like process to locate 
repeating occurrences of characters , symbols or objects , and 
determine the distance or number of other characters , sym 
bols , or objects between these repeated elements . The reader 
may then upload the bit - mapped image ( or text or other 
signature , if post - scan processing has been performed by 
logic 726 ) to an associated computer via network interface 
716 . 
[ 0310 ] As an example of another use of mobile device 
702 , a reader may capture some text from an article as an 
audio file by using microphone 710 as an acoustic capture 
port . Logic 726 causes audio file to be stored in memory 
730. Logic 726 may also perform voice recognition or other 
post - scan processing on the audio file to convert it to text . As 
above , the reader may then upload the audio file ( or text 
produced by post - scan processing performed by logic 726 ) 
to an associated computer via network interface 716 . 
[ 0311 ] A directional sensor 741 may also be incorporated 
into the mobile device 702. The directional device may be a 
compass and be based upon a magnetic reading , or based 
upon network settings . 
[ 0312 ] In the following sections , detailed descriptions of 
examples and methods of the invention will be given . The 
description of both preferred and alternative examples 
though through are exemplary only , and it is understood that 
to those skilled in the art that variations , modifications and 
alterations may be apparent . It is therefore to be understood 
that the examples do not limit the broadness of the aspects 
of the underlying invention as defined by the claims . 
[ 0313 ] Referring now to FIG . 8 , exemplary steps that may 
be performed in some aspects of the present invention are 
illustrated . At step 801 , a processor may generate an AVM 

model of a processing facility . The AVM model may be 
based upon a physical layout of the processing facility and 
include a layout of each item of machinery , equipment as 
well as facility features . At step 802 , the AVM may receive 
data indicative of one or more performance metrics . Data 
may include data generated via a sensor and / or input by a 
user . In some examples , data may include performance 
metrics , utility cost , maintenance cost and replacement cost . 
[ 0314 ] At step 803 , a data connection between a deployed 
facility and an AVM may be automated to generate and 
transmit data to the model on an automated basis without 
human intervention or artificial delay . All or some data may 
be stored in a storage . At step 804 , the AVM may access 
received and / or historical data from the same or other AVM 
models . At step 805. Artificial Intelligence routines or other 
logic may integrate relevant indices , including one or more 
of : geographic location , labor organization , market condi 
tions , labor costs , physical conditions , property status or 
data descriptive of other variables . 
[ 0315 ] At step 806 , an AVM may generate a value for 
build and deployment cost , and at step 807 the AVM may 
include utility and consumables cost . At step 808 an AVM 
may generate one or more of : predicted and actual quanti 
fications from the structure ; energy consumption and pro 
cess throughput . 
[ 0316 ] Referring now to FIG . 9A , an exemplary perspec 
tive graph 900 comprising three separate perspective points 
925 , 945 , 965 is illustrated . In some aspects , as illustrated in 
FIG . 9B , a wearable display 905 may be configured to detect 
eye movement of the wearer 915 , which may be calibrated . 
For example , such as illustrated in FIG . 9B , a neutral , 
forward - looking eye position 920 may be established as the 
center point of the axes 910 ( 0 , 0 ) , which may establish a 
view along the positive z - axis . As a further illustrative 
example in FIG . 9C , once calibrated , a shift in eye position 
940 to look up and left may change a view from the vantage 
point and be transmitted to the AVM to access another 
portion of the AVM . As an illustrative example , as shown in 
FIG.9D , a user may look right , and the eye position 960 may 
shift along the positive x - axis . 
[ 0317 ] In some aspects , the wearable display 905 may 
comprise a set of goggles or glasses , wherein the goggles or 
glasses may comprise one or more lenses . For example , a 
single wrapped lens may allow a user to experience pan 
oramic views . Alternately , dual lenses may provide different 
image data , wherein the combined images may allow the 
user to have stereoscopic perception of the performance 
event . In still further embodiments , the wearable display 905 
may comprise a helmet , which may allow for more detailed 
immersion . For example , a helmet may allow for tempera 
ture control , audio isolation , broader perspectives , or com 
binations thereof . 

[ 0318 ] Referring now to FIGS . 10A - 10C , exemplary hori 
zontal changes in viewing areas are illustrated . In some 
embodiments , the wearable display may comprise an accel 
erometer configured to detect head movement . Similarly to 
the eye position detection , the accelerometer may be cali 
brated to the natural head movements of a user 1000. In 
some embodiments , the calibration may allow the user to 
tailor the range to the desired viewing area . For example , a 
user may be able to move their head 110 ° comfortably , and 
the calibration may allow the user to view the entire 180 ° 
relative the natural 110 ° movement . 
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[ 0319 ] As illustrated in FIG . 10A , a neutral head position 
1020 of the wearable display may allow the user 1000 to 
view a forward - looking perspective 1025. As illustrated in 
FIG . 10B , a right head position 1040 of the wearable display 
may allow the user 1000 to view a rightward - looking 
perspective 1045. As illustrated in FIG . 10C , a left head 
position 1060 of the wearable display may allow the user 
1000 to view a leftward - looking perspective 1065 . 
[ 0320 ] Referring now to FIGS . 11A - 11C , exemplary ver 
tical changes in viewing areas are illustrated . Similarly to 
FIGS . 10A - 10C , in some embodiments , the wearable dis 
play may be configured to detect vertical motions . In some 
aspects , a user may look up to shift the viewing area to a 
range in the positive y axis grids , and user may look down 
to shift the viewing area to a range in the negative y axis 
grids . In some embodiments , the wearable display may be 
configured to detect both horizontal and vertical head 
motion , wherein the user may be able to have almost a 270 ° 
viewing range . 
[ 0321 ] As illustrated in FIG . 11A , a neutral head position 
1120 of the wearable display may allow the user 1100 to 
view a forward - looking perspective 1125. As illustrated in 
FIG . 11B , an up head position 1140 of the wearable display 
may allow the user 1000 to view an upward - looking per 
spective 1145. As illustrated in FIG . 11C , a down head 
position 1160 of the wearable display may allow the user 
1100 to view a downward - looking perspective 1165 . 
[ 0322 ] In still further embodiments , the wearable display 
may be able to detect 360 ° of horizontal movement , wherein 
the user may completely turn around and change the neutral 
viewing range by 180 ° . In some aspects , the wearable 
display may be configured to detect whether the user may be 
sitting or standing , which may shift the perspective and 
viewing area . In some implementations , a user may be 
allowed to activate or deactivate the motion detection levels , 
based on preference and need . For example , a user may want 
to shift between sitting and standing throughout the expe 
rience without a shift in perspective . In some implementa 
tions , the wearable display may further comprise speakers , 
wherein audio data may be directed to the user . 
[ 0323 ] In some embodiments , the wearable display may 
allow for immersion level control , wherein a user may adjust 
the level of light and transparency of the wearable display 
and / or frames . In some aspects , the lenses of the wearable 
display may comprise an electrically active layer , wherein 
the level of energy may control the opacity . For example , the 
electrically active layer may comprise liquid crystal , 
wherein the energy level may control the alignment of the 
liquid crystal . Where a user may prefer a fully immersive 
viewing experience , the lenses may be blacked out , wherein 
the user may see the video with minimal external visibility . 
Where a user may still prefer to have awareness or interac 
tions beyond the video , the lenses and / or frames may allow 
for some light to penetrate or may allow for some transpar 
ency of the video . 
[ 0324 ] Additional examples may include Sensor arrays , 
audio capture arrays and camera arrays with multiple data 
collection angles that may be complete 360 degree camera 
arrays or directional arrays , for example , in some examples , 
a Sensor array ( including image capture Sensors ) may 
include at least 120 degrees of data capture , additional 
examples include a Sensor array with at least 180 degrees of 
image capture ; and still other examples include a Sensor 
array with at least 270 degrees of image capture . In various 

examples , data capture may include Sensors arranged to 
capture image data in directions that are planar or oblique in 
relation to one another . 
[ 0325 ] Referring now to FIG . 12 , methods and devices for 
determining a direction that may be referenced for one or 
both of data capture and AVM presentation of a particular 
portion of the virtual representation of the modeled struc 
ture . A User 1200 may position a Smart Device 1205 in a 
first position 1201 proximate to a portion of a structure for 
which a representation in the AVM the User 1200 wishes to 
retrieve and display . The first position 1201 of the Smart 
Device 1205 may be determined ( as discussed herein via 
GPS and / or triangulation ) and recorded . The User 1200 may 
then relocate the Smart Device 1205 to a second position 
1202 in a general direction of the portion of a structure 
( illustrated as the Z direction ) for which a representation in 
the AVM the User 1200 wishes to retrieve and display . In 
this manner , the AVM system ( not shown in FIG . 12 ) and / or 
the Smart Device 1205 may generate a vector towards the 
portion of a structure for which a representation in the AVM 
the User 1200 wishes to retrieve and display . 
[ 0326 ] In some embodiments , the vector may have a 
length determined by the AVM that is based upon a length 
of a next Feature in the AVM located in the direction of the 
generated vector . The vector will represent a distance 1203 
from the second position 1202 to an item 1225 along the Z 
axis defined by a line between the first position 1201 and the 
second position 1202 . 
[ 0327 ] As illustrated , the change in the Z direction is 
associated with a zero change in the X and Y directions . The 
process may also include a second position 1205 that has a 
value other than zero in the X and / or Y directions . 
[ 0328 ] In other embodiments , a User 1200 may deploy a 
laser , accelerometer , sound generator or other device to 
determine a distance from the Smart Device 1205 to the 
feature , such as a piece of equipment . Such unique methods 
of determining a location and direction of data capture may 
be utilized to gather data during construction of modeled 
buildings or other structures and during Deployment of the 
structures during the Operational Stage . An additional non 
limiting example may include direction based identification ; 
with a fixed location , or in tandem with a location means , a 
device may have capabilities to deduce orientation based 
information of the device . This orientation information may 
be used to deduce a direction that the device is pointing in . 
This direction based information may be used to indicate 
that the device is pointing to a specific piece of equipment 
1225 that may be identified in the AVM . 
[ 0329 ] In still other embodiments , a device with a con 
troller and an accelerometer , such as mobile Smart Device 
1205 , may include a user display that allows a direction to 
be indicated by movement of the device from a determined 
location acting as a base position towards an As Built feature 
in an extended position . In some implementations , the Smart 
Device determines a first position 1201 based upon trian 
gulation with the reference points . The process of determi 
nation of a position based upon triangulation with the 
reference points may be accomplished , for example via 
executable software interacting with the controller in the 
Smart Device , such as , for example by running an app on the 
Smart Devices 1205 . 
[ 0330 ] In combination with , or in place of directional 
movement of a Smart Device 1205 in order to quantify a 
direction of interest to a user , some embodiments may 
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include an electronic and / or magnetic directional indicator 
that may be aligned by a user in a direction of interest . 
Alignment may include , for example , pointing a specified 
side of a device , or pointing an arrow or other symbol 
displayed upon a user interface on the device towards a 
direction of interest . 
[ 0331 ] In a similar fashion , triangulation may be utilized 
to determine a relative elevation of the Smart Device as 
compared to a reference elevation of the reference points . 
[ 0332 ] It should be noted that although a Smart Device is 
generally operated by a human user , some embodiments of 
the present invention include a controller , accelerometer , 
and data storage medium , Image Capture Device , such as a 
Charge Coupled Device ( “ CCD " ) capture device and / or an 
infrared capture device being available in a handheld or 
unmanned vehicle . 
[ 0333 ] An unmanned vehicle may include for example , an 
unmanned aerial vehicle ( “ UAV ” ) or ground level unit , such 
as a unit with wheels or tracks for mobility and a radio 
control unit for communication . 
[ 0334 ] In embodiments , multiple unmanned 
vehicles may capture data in a synchronized fashion to add 
depth to the image capture and / or a three dimensional and 4 
dimensional ( over time ) aspect to the captured data . In some 
implementations , UAV position will be contained within a 
perimeter and the perimeter will have multiple reference 
points to help each UAV ( or other unmanned vehicle ) 
determine a position in relation to static features of a 
building within which it is operating and also in relation to 
other unmanned vehicles . Still other aspects include 
unmanned vehicles that may not only capture data but also 
function to perform a task , such as paint a wall , drill a hole , 
cut along a defined path , or other function . As stated 
throughout this disclosure , the captured data may be incor 
porated into an AVM . 
[ 0335 ] In still other embodiments , captured data may be 
compared to a library of stored data using recognition 
software to ascertain and / or affirm a specific location , eleva 
tion and direction of an image capture location and proper 
alignment with the virtual model . Still other aspects may 
include the use of a compass incorporated into a Smart 
Device . 
[ 0336 ] By way of non - limiting example , functions of the 
methods and apparatus presented herein may include one or 
more of the following factors that may be modeled and / or 
tracked over a defined period of time , such as , for example , 
an expected life of a build ( such as , 10 years or 20 years ) . 
[ 0337 ] Particular embodiments of the subject matter have 
been described . Other embodiments are within the scope of 
the following claims . In some cases , the actions recited in 
the claims can be performed in a different order and still 
achieve desirable results . In addition , the processes depicted 
in the accompanying figures do not necessarily require the 
particular order show , or sequential order , to achieve desir 
able results . In certain implementations , multitasking and 
parallel processing may be advantageous . Nevertheless , it 
will be understood that various modifications may be made 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the claimed 
invention . 
What is claimed is : 
1. Apparatus for augmenting a virtual model of a physical 

structure , the apparatus comprising : 
a smart device comprising a processor in logical commu 

nication with a communications network , said smart 

device additionally comprising a storage device , the 
storage device storing executable software that is 
executable upon demand and operative with the pro 
cessor to : 

communicate with a server to access a virtual model file 
of a physical structure based upon a geolocation of the 
physical structure , the virtual model comprising digital 
representation of structural aspects of the physical 
structure , utility support within the physical structure 
and technical specifications associated with the physi 
cal structure ; 

with the smart device at a first position , reference multiple 
positioning reference devices within the physical struc 
ture ; 

determining a distance to at least three of the positioning 
reference devices with the smart device at the first 
position ; 

generate a first X , Y and Z value of the smart device 
within the physical structure based upon the determined 
distance of the at least three positioning reference 
devices to the smart device at the first position and a 
triangulation calculation ; 

specify a direction of interest via the User extending the 
smart device from the first position comprising a base 
position to a second position comprising an extended 
position ; 

determine a distance to at least three of the positioning 
reference devices from the smart device at the second 
position ; 

calculate a second X , Y and Z value of the smart device 
at the second position based upon a determined dis 
tance of the at least three positioning reference devices 
to the smart device at the second position and a 
triangulation calculation ; 

generate a direction of interest based upon a directional 
vector originating at the first position X , Y and Z value 
and continuing through the second position X , Y and Z 
value ; 

display a user interface on the smart device , the user 
interface comprising a symbol indicating the direction 
of interest ; 

indicate a Z distance of interest from a data capture 
position comprising one of : a ) the first position X , Y 
and Z value , and b ) the second X , Y and Z value of the 
smart device ; 

perform a data retrieval routine from the data capture 
position , said data retrieval routine accessing a digital 
record of a feature of the physical structure included in 
the virtual model , based upon the distance of interest 
and the direction of interest from the data capture 
position of the smart device ; and 

display a virtual representation of the digital record with 
the user interface , the virtual representation comprising 
the feature of the physical structure within the virtual 
model at a virtual location based upon the data capture 
position and the distance of interest and the direction of 
interest . 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the software is 
additionally operative to transmit the data capture position 
of the smart device to the virtual model . 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein at least one of the 
multiple positioning reference devices comprises a first 
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radio frequency transmitter fixedly attached to a first refer 
ence position within the physical structure and the software 
is additionally operative to : 

a ) transmit to the virtual model an identification of the first 
radio frequency transmitter ; and 

b ) transmit an instruction to store an identification of the 
first radio frequency transmitter in relation to the per 
formance of the data retrieval routine . 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein at least one other 
position referencing device comprises a second radio fre 
quency transmitter fixedly attached to a second reference 
position and associated with an identification of the second 
radio frequency transmitter , and the software is additionally 
operative with the processor to : 

a ) transmit to the virtual model the identification of the 
second radio frequency transmitter ; and 

b ) transmit an instruction to store the identification of the 
second radio frequency transmitter in relation to the 
performance of the data retrieval routine . 

5. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein at least one position 
referencing device comprises a visual indicator , and the 
software is additionally operative with the processor to : 

a ) transmit to the virtual model an identification of the 
visual indicator ; and 

b ) transmitting an instruction to store the identification of 
the visual indicator in relation to the performance of the 
data retrieval routine . 

6. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the software is 
additionally operative with the processor to display image 
data within a field of view of the smart device at the distance 
of interest and the direction of interest from the position of 
the smart device . 

7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the software is 
additionally operative with the processor to display captured 
image included in the virtual model at a virtual position 
congruent with the distance of interest and the direction of 
interest from the X , Y and Z position . 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the image display is 
accomplished with a human readable display included in the 
smart device . 

9. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the data retrieval 
routine comprises obtaining captured data from a sensor 
reading based upon a physical condition of the physical 
structure measured at the distance of interest and the direc 
tion of interest from the X , Y and position of the smart 
device and the elevation of the smart device . 

10. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the physical con 
dition comprises an indication of an amount of vibration . 

11. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the physical con 
dition comprises one or both of a temperature and a humidity 

present in the physical structure at the distance of interest 
and the direction of interest from the X , Y and Z position of 
the smart device . 

12. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the software is 
additionally operative with the processor to : associate the 
distance of interest and the direction of interest from the X , 
Y and Z position of the smart device within a physical 
embodiment of the physical structure with a nomenclature ; 
and display captured image data within the virtual model , 
based upon a user entry of a query including the nomencla 
ture . 

13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the software is 
additionally operative with the processor to : 

a ) provide an index of nomenclatures ; associating each 
nomenclature with a virtual position and direction 
within the virtual model ; and 

b ) display captured data based upon a user selection of 
nomenclature . 

14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein the software is 
additionally operative with the processor to display one or 
more utility support apparatus in the virtual model based 
upon a physical location of a user interface display device 
used to display the virtual model . 

15. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein the data retrieval 
routine comprises retrieving a state of one or more utility 
support apparatus comprising one or both of : plumbing and 
electrical components . 

16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the wherein the 
software is additionally operative with the processor to 
update technical specifications regarding one or more utility 
support apparatus based upon a user entry into the user 
interface . 

17. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein the updated 
technical specifications include a change in a type of one or 
both of the plumbing components and electrical compo 
nents . 

18. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein the updated 
technical specifications include a change in a location of one 
or both of the plumbing components and electrical compo 
nents . 

19. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein the updated 
technical specifications include a volume of production of a 
machine located at the distance of interest and the direction 
of interest from the X , Y and Z position of the smart device 
within the physical embodiment of the physical structure . 

20. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein the updated 
technical specifications include a quality of production of a 
machine located at the distance of interest and the direction 
of interest from the X , Y and Z position of the smart device 
of the smart device within the physical embodiment of the 
physical structure . 


